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Zusammenfassung
Wegen der seltenen und unregelmäßigen Aktualisierung der manuell erstellten Proteinklassendatenbank SCOP gibt es ein beträchtliches Interesse an der Möglichkeit, die zukünftige Familie
eines Proteins automatisch vorherzusagen. Eine kürzlich am Lehrstuhl für Bioinformatik der
LMU entwickelte Methode für die Berechnung struktureller Alignments namens Vorolign löst
diese Aufgabe bereits mit vergleichsweiser hoher Präzision, folgt für die eigentliche Bestimmung der jeweiligen Klasse aber nur einer relativ primitiven Vorgehensweise: Es wird nach
dem ähnlichsten bereits bekannten Protein gesucht und dessen Klasse vorhergesagt.
In der folgenden Arbeit wurde nun versucht diese Methode mit Hilfe des algorithmischen
Repertoires aus dem Gebiet des Machine Learnings und eigenen neuen Techniken weiter zu
verbessern. Durch sogenannte Modelle können Familien mit einer gewissen Anzahl an Proteinen eine explizite Darstellung erhalten, wodurch für unbekannte Proteine nicht mehr die
Klasse des ähnlichsten Proteins vorhergesagt wird, sondern die, die gemäß dem jeweiligen
Modell am wahrscheinlichsten ist.
Die Modelle basieren im wesentlichen auf von Vorolign Scores abgeleiteten Repräsentationen eines Proteins, welche insbesondere in Kernen für Support Vector Maschinen eingesetzt
oder in solche umgewandelt werden können. Die resultierenden binären Klassifizierer werden anschließend in bestehende Multiklassenmodelle eingebunden, wo zum Beispiel auch die
Hierarchie der SCOP Proteinklassen berücksichtigt wird.
Um auch kleinere Familien nicht auszuschließen wurde des weiteren eine Reihe von Schemata entwickelt, die es erlauben die gefundenen Modelle und die ursprüngliche Klassifikationsmethode, welche wie erwähnt lediglich nach dem ähnlichsten Protein sucht, zu kombinieren.
Bei einer anschließenden Evaluierung auf einem Vergleichsdatensatz hat sich gezeigt, dass
sowohl bezüglich der Vorhersage bereits bekannter Familien als auch bezüglich der Bestimmung der korrekten Superfamilie im Falle des Fehlens der jeweiligen Familie, die Klassifikation
mittels Modellen die bessere Wahl ist. In beiden Szenarios schneiden sie besser ab.
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Abstract
Due to rare and irregular updates of the SCOP domain database, there is a significant interest in
being able to automatically predict the future Family of a protein. At the chair of Bioinformatics
at the LMU Munich, a method for the computation of structural alignmets, called “Vorolign”,
was recently developed that already solves this task with comparably high precision, uses however only a rather primitive approach for the actual determination of the respective Family: The
most similar known protein is looked for and its class predicted.
In the following thesis it was tried to replace this approach with state-of-the-art Machine
Learning methods and to develope new techniques specifically designed for the problem of
Family detection. So-called “models” allow to explicitely describe Families with a certain
minimal number of member proteins, whereby no longer the class of the most similar known
instance is predicted but the one corresponding to the model that seems most likely to cover the
target.
The models are mainly based on the representations of a protein derived from Vorolign
scores which are particularly well suited for the employment in kernels for Support Vector
Machines or for the transformation into the same. Subsequently, the resulting binary classifiers
can be used in multi-class schemes where e.g. also the hierarchy of protein classes from SCOP
might be considered.
To further include the smallest Families in the classification, a series of workflows and
separators for large and small classes was developed to integrate both the previously described
nearest neighbor method and the multi-class models.
An extensive evaluation on a comprehensive dataset showed that, besides the direct prediction of known Families, also the determination of the correct Superfamily in absence of the true
Family is carried out more accurately with the employment of models instead of the nearest
neighbor approach.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
With the ever increasing number of known protein structures, the assignment of individual domains to structural classes has become a crucial task in computational biology. Whenever the
sequence or structure of a protein is determined, the next logical step is usually the search for
evolutionary and structural relationships to other proteins in order to e.g. infer its most probable
function in the cell or find its evolutionary origins [6, 7, 8]. For this purpose, several protein
databases have been created over the past few years, trying to categorize protein structures by
distributing them among various (hierarchical) classes that reflect certain common evolutionary
or structural properties. Ranging from manual inspection of protein topologies and sequences
to fully automatic assignment methods, these databases are built upon diverse underlying approaches and employ various own sets of criteria and orders of generality to assess the class of
a target protein [9, 10].
A completely automated and relatively new method for example is the Dali Domain Dictionary [11]. It is based on a comparison of all proteins in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [12]
against each other and made computationally feasible by using the scalably heuristic Dali algorithm [13]. In order to create classes, the pairwise similarity scores of all proteins are used
to build a similarity graph that is then partitioned by hierarchical agglomerative clustering.
Additionally, one level of classes is introduced at the bottom and at the top of the hierarchy,
reflecting coarse secondary structure arrangements and structural, but not evolutionary relatedness respectively. These classes could not be derived from Dali alone and use different, yet
automatic approaches.
Probably the most cited and best regarded database however is SCOP, Structural Classification of Proteins, an originally completely manually built hierarchical class structure (fig. 1.1)
[6]. Though a certain degree of automation has been introduced since its first release in order to
cope with the heavily increasing number of newly discovered protein structures, it still features
the highest degree of human expert knowledge [14].
Here, the hierarchy consists of 5 levels. First, domains having an obvious evolutionary
origin and therefore usually high sequence identity are grouped together as Families, which are
then clustered as Superfamilies based on more structural and functional rather than sequential
similarity. Superfamilies again can fall into the same Fold, i.e. they have the same secondary
structure configuration, until at the top of the hierarchy, the Class level, already basic common
secondary structure arrangements suffice for proteins to be in the same category. In its current
13

Figure 1.1: a) Mapping of 2000 unique protein structures into a 3D space. Each axis corresponds to a SCOP Class. The relative position of a protein is obtained by aligning it to all other
proteins using DALI [1]. b) Excerpt from the SCOP class hierarchy.
version, SCOP comprises ∼ 34.500 proteins from the PDB, whose domains have been grouped
together in ∼ 3500 Families [15].
The already mentioned mainly manual, expert based classification scheme is ambivalent: On
the one hand it has made SCOP become a point of reference for comparing the quality of protein
classification methods in a variety of research areas, but it also comes with the disadvantage of
leading to a slow update process: Since its publication, SCOP followed about an annual release
cycle with each new version containing all proteins of PDB up to a certain date. In 2004, this
policy was abandoned due to the exponential increase of new proteins in the PDB and altered
to asynchronous updates, i.e. the classification of certain new structures has been held back
in favor of structures that could potentially lead to new classes [14]. In effect, a fast manual
classification shortly after the discovery of a new structure is highly unlikely and new proteins
generally face the risk of not being included in SCOP even beyond an already relatively slow
update cycle. This issue again lowers the chance for a new protein to find similar already
classified domains by simple search algorithms like BLAST or even the chance for the correct
class to be present in SCOP at all at the time of discovery.
It is therefore clear why a significant interest from proteomic researchers arose in being
able to computationally predict the correct class or, in case the class is still missing, the correct
superclass of a previously unclassified structure.
With the introduction of a new structural alignment algorithm, called Vorolign [3], it was
recently shown for a comprehensive testset that automatic predictions solely relying on structure
or sequence alignment scores can achieve classification accuracies beyond 90% for the higher
levels of SCOP and around 85% on the family level, with Vorolign currently performing best [3].
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Another recent method, AutoSCOP, directly aimed at predicting the future SCOP classification
by employing a sequence-pattern based filter and Vorolign as a plug-in and achieved over 90%
accuracy also on the family level [16]. Attempts to predict the correct superclass in absence
of the respective baseclass have been conducted in context of another new alignment method,
Phenotypic plasticity, and Vorolign was found to be competitive with the worst accuracies still
being over 80% [17].
In the cases Vorolign has been used as a classifier so far, it has always been in an instancebased way, that is the structure with the highest similarity according to Vorolign was looked for
and its respective class assigned to the target protein. The goal of this thesis now is to replace
this instance-based approach with model-based learning and thereby to also further increase
Vorolign’s classification accuracy.
It should still be noted that although this thesis only considers testsets that are derived from
SCOP and almost exclusively uses Vorolign as an alignment algorithm, the proposed methods
can be applied to any hierarchical protein database and structural similarity measure. SCOP was
chosen for its reputation as a gold standard for protein classification and Vorolign for currently
being the best automatic method to predict SCOP classifications.
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Chapter 2
Overview and Problem Outline
As just mentioned, the overall goal of this thesis is to be able to predict the future class of a
protein for class structures that still rely on a certain degree of human inspection, like e.g. SCOP.
This has recently been tried in the context of the introduction of a new structural alignment
method called “Vorolign” and found to already achieve practically useful accuracies.
Whereas the measure to distinguish the classes, i.e. the score of the structural alignment,
seemed to be highly suitable for the task (see chapter 4.2), the actual method to derive the
future classification was comparably simple: A target was aligned against all proteins with
known labels and the most similar protein’s class assigned to the target. This generally falls
into the category of instance-based learning and leaves much space for improvement from the
perspective of the methodological repertoire of Machine Learning. For example, the classes of
known proteins could explicitely be defined prior to any prediction (i.e. modeled) , so that when
a target arrives, not simply the most similar protein is looked for, but it is investigated how the
target actually fits into each predefined class. The structural space of proteins is however highly
heterogenous: Many proteins share similar features while some others are so particular that
single-member classes need to be introduced. To find accurate models based on classes with
only a couple of members is commonly considered to be highly improbable. Thus, in order
to use the classifying ability of Vorolign to its full extent, not only models have to found that
accurately define the larger classes, but they also have to be integrated with existing instancebased techniques.
In case models for larger classes are observed to be superior to instance based learning, also
the overall accuracy on all classes could be improved. Figure 2.1 gives a short flowchart of the
decisions that have to be taken before the label of a target can be constituted.
In the following, possible integration schemes are outlined in chapter 3, a more detailed
introduction to instance-based learning and especially to Vorolign is given in chapter 4 and for
Machine Learning algorithms that can model the protein classes, see chapter 5. Finally, the
evaluation (chapter 7) combines all of the methods practically and tests their performance on
the dataset that was also used in the introduction of Vorolign.
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Figure 2.1: A flowchart of the path of a target to its final class.
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Chapter 3
Embedding Model into Instance Based
Learning
As mentioned before, classification models are generally designed to only be able to deal with
classes that have a certain minimal number of members. In this case however they are oftentimes
found superior over instance based learning techniques. Instance-based learning on the other
hand potentially deals with any class size while sometimes still performing comparably well.
It is therefore clear, that for the purpose of modeling and predicting SCOP as a whole without
leaving out small classes, ways have to be found to integrate both model- and instance-based
classification. In the following chapter, potential solutions are introduced. As a prerequisite,
model based learners must only be trained on large classes.

3.1 Model Output Correction
These schemes trie to seperate small and big classes and subsequently model and instance-based
learning by looking at the class or the class probabilities of a target after it has been classified by
a model. A decision is made whether the true class of the target was among the classes captured
by the model, so that it was correct to classify the target with the model, or if the target should
rather be classified in an instance-based way.

3.1.1 Threshold Guessing
A straight-forward approach is looking at the actual class probabilities of a target after it has
been evaluated with the model. From experience, one generally expects them to be more or less
equal in case the target’s real class is not in the model. This should especially manifest in the
probability difference between the two most likely classes, making the only remaining question
what exact difference must not be under-run to still be considered a correct classification. By
mutual agreement with several machine learning experts, this threshold was set to 30%.
Besides the suboptimality of this threshold, possible other pitfalls of the method are the
class insensitivities, i.e. every class could have own, characteristic fingerprints of probabilities
for the own members, and the behavior in “coinflip´´ cases, i.e. if very few classes have identical
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high probabilties, e.g. one class has 40% and the other 50%, the class might even be predicted
correctly, but the correct decision is not reflected in the difference between the two most likely
classes.

3.1.2 Threshold Learning
Before introducing an improvement of the above method, one should take a closer look at the
actual learning situation we are dealing with when separating small and large classes: Since the
labels are known, small and large classes can already be seperated before learning the model,
small and instslarge belonging to classes classes
leading to two sets of instances inststrain
small and
train
classeslarge respectively (fig. 3.1). Besides that, usually a testset was held out with unknown
labels, having instances inststest and classes classestest ⊆ (classessmall ∩ classeslarge ). A

Figure 3.1: a) The inital situation. Ellipses in the training set correspond to classes, points to
instances. Classes can also consist of only one instance, in which the ellipse is not shown. In b),
the small and large classes are grouped together as classessmall (blue) and classeslarge (green)
small and instslarge
respectively, having instances inststrain
train
large
model is learned upon inststrain
and when presented a target t, it will calculate its class probabilities probst ⊂ classeslarge × R(0:1) . We then have to decide whether to consider the most
probable class class pred (t) ∈ classeslarge as the true class, i.e. class pred (t) = classtrue (t) (where
classtrue(t) ∈ classessmall ∩ classeslarge ), or to send the target to instance based classification.
The question now is whether we are able to actually learn the decision threshold from
Threshold Guessing by only using the training instances. For that, we need positive and negsmall as the negative and instslarge as the positive examples.
ative examples. We consider inststrain
train
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large

But since our model is already learned upon inststrain , the probabilties obtained by classifying
large
large
the instances in inststrain with a model based upon inststrain would most likely not reflect the
distribution of probabilities when classifying new, unknown instances. Therefore, a high-fold
large
and the original model (fig. 3.2).
stratified cross-validation is carried out by using insts train

Figure 3.2: One fold in the stratified cross-validation: The picture shows classes large (green)
from figure 3.1. The red instances are held out and the model is trained on all others. In the
next fold, other instances will be held out until all instances have been classified once
In the end, every training instance i is represented by a vector of class probabilities together
with a binary class indicating whether classtrue(i) is in classessmall or classeslarge . The set of
classes classeslarge is from now on referred to as the Hit-class and classessmall as the Rest-class.
More formally:
Let n = |classeslarge | and P ⊂ (Rn × {Hit, Rest}), then :
large

small
∀i ∈ (inststrain
∩ inststrain ) : ∃(pi1 , . . . , pin , ci ) ∈ P, where

pij is the probality of i for class j,

Hit if classtrue (i) ∈ classeslarge
i
c =
Rest if classtrue (i) ∈ classessmall
Although the formulation above allows us to practically apply any learner that can deal with
numeric features and a binary class to the problem of splitting Hit and Rest by probabilities, the
idea of Threshold Learning still has to be given:
Every instance pi ∈ P is reduced to a tuple (diff i , ci ) where diff is the mentioned absolute
difference between the two most probable classes. From the resulting instances, a threshold can
be learned that optimally seperates Hit and Rest according to some user-defined criteria (e.g.
low false positive rate).
Another reasonable transformation of the members of P is to not use diff, but the actual
highest class probability. Also, diff together with the two most highest probabilities could
overcome some of the issues mentioned in Threshold Guessing.
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3.1.3 Class-sensitive Threshold Learning
An important improvement of Threshold Learning is to not only learn one threshold or P-based
model for all instances, but one for each clarge ∈ classeslarge . This allows to compensate inhomogenities in the characteristic probablility distribution for each class. For example, members
of class x have a probability of at least 30% for class x, where those of class y have at least 60%
for their own class. A global threshold would therefore not be able to seperate Hit and Rest in
this case.
We extend Threshold Learning in the following manner:
|classeslarge| new sets S1 , . . . , Sn are introduced and the negative instances
(pi1 , . . . , pin , Rest) ∈ P split among them, so that all negative instances in S j have the same
argmax j (pi1 , . . . , pij , . . ., pin ). In words, all negative instances that have been assigned the same
class c j by the model built upon classes large are grouped together in S j . All instances from
large
that really belong the class c j are added to S j as the positive examples. For each S j an
inststrain
individual Threshold Learner (or any other classifier) is trained.
As an overview: When a new target arrives, it is first classified with the model built upon
classeslarge . This class c j is then used to determine the Threshold Learner that is built upon
S j which then decides whether to consider the target a Hit, i.e. a member of one of the large
classes or a Rest, i.e. a member of one of the small classes. In case of a Hit, the class c j is
returned, otherwise the target is classified by instance based learning (fig. 3.3).
Note that every S j is guaranteed to have positive examples, what however isn’t true for
negative examples. For Threshold Learning, in case an S j has no negatives, one has no other
choice but to e.g. always accept the target as a Hit, assuming that a target belonging to a small
class is very unlikely to fall into the large class c j , or to take the lowest diff of the positive
examples as the threshold. For all other methods of (probability based) Hit-Rest separation that
abstain from diff as a feature, this problem can be circumvented by training every S j on all
negative examples (pi1 , . . . , pin , Rest) ∈ P

3.1.4 Model-based Class-sensitive Output Correction
As already hinted in the previous section, one doesn’t necessarily need to learn a threshold based
on a single feature, e.g. diff, to separate Hit and Rest by class probabilities, but could potentially
apply any model based learner that can deal with numeric features and a binary class. In fact,
not even the class probabilities are needed, since they can easily be replaced with the original
representation of the instance. If ( f 1i , . . ., fmi , ciorig ) ∈ inststrain ∩ inststest denotes the original
unchanged instance i, its representation for the Hit-Rest separation is then ( f 1i , . . . , fmi , ci ), where
ci is derived in the same way as in Threshold Learning. This allows the already employed
model learner for example to not only be used for classes large but to also separate Hit and Rest
analogously to Class-sensitive Threshold Learning from the previous section (fig. 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: a) The flow chart of a target that has to be classified in a Model-based Classsensitive Output Correction environment. It first enters the model and is assigned a class c and
then enters the Hit Rest seperator for class c (one of the small boxes embedded in the big Hit
Rest seperator). If classified as a model, class c is assigned to the target, otherwise it enters
instance-based learning. b) The according flow chart for Global Hit-Rest Separation

3.2 Global Hit-Rest Separation
As opposed to Model Output Correction, the following approach to separate Hit and Rest is
independent from a prior classification of the examples with model or instance based learners.
Without giving formal details, the class labels of all training instances can be replaced with
the according Hit or Rest indicator, resulting in one big binary classification problem. As a first
step, a target is then classified into either Rest or Hit, followed by a more fine-grained classification with an according learner based on classessmall or classeslarge . The learning scheme for
the Hit-Rest separation can be both model- or instance-based.

3.3 Large Classes vs. Rest
In another variant, both the seperation of Hit and Rest and the classifier for classes large are
integrated in one model. For that, one simply defines all instances from classes small as the wellknown class Rest and adds this class to classes large . The model is then trained on for the classes
classeslarge ∩ Rest, leading to an integrated Hit-Rest seperation with simultaneous assignment
of a c ∈ classeslarge in case a target is not in Rest.
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Chapter 4
Instance-based Learning
4.1 Instance-based Protein Classification
The title “instance based” or “lazy” as opposed to “model based” or “eager” describes a set
of learning schemes, where the training phase only consists of simply storing the presented
examples. A target is then classified by evaluating the nearest or most similar training examples
according to some distance or similarity measure.
The most prominent example among these methods is the k-Nearest-Neighbor algorithm
[18]: It finds the k training instances that lie closest to the target and then classifies it by doing
a majority vote among the classes of these training examples. Consequently, in the 1-NearestNeighbor case, simply the class of the nearest training instance is assigned to the target.
Though being comparably unsophisticated, k-Nearest-Neighbor or closely related approaches
are still used in a broad range of application fields [19]. Their main advantage lies in the small
inductive bias, which only consists of the assumption that close instances in the feature space
tend to have equal classes. As a result, no deeper knowledge about the target function of the
problem domain is needed to achieve good classification performance. It is however highly susceptible to noisy data and slow at query time since a target needs to be evaluated against every
training example prior to classification.
Furthermore, there is an interesting relationship between k and the number of members of
the training classes: The smallest training class c S in terms of member counts determines the
smallest reasonable k, i.e. if |cS | < k, predictions for cS will automatically be disturbed by the
diff = k − cS instances that inevitably have different classes. In this case, although the final
overall classification performance can theoretically not be affected at all, the ratio of k to cS
becomes more an more significant as the amount of instances that are in classes with a size
smaller than k grows. Nonetheless, as k can generally be made arbitrarily small, training classes
generally are still allowed to have arbitrary size. This is especially important for automatic
SCOP classifications, since the structural database follows no restriction on class size and even
prefers the introduction of new, small classes in favor of making existing classes bigger, as
mentioned above. As a result, every machine-based classifier has to deal with classes of size
1 sooner or later. Since model-based learners are traditionally designed to deal with larger
classes, it is therefore not surprising that the 1-Nearest-Neighbor approach has so far been the
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exclusive machine-learning tool for SCOP classifications in a number of recent publications
from the structure alignment community [3, 17, 16, 20]. One of them featured the introduction
of Vorolign, which performed particularly well and is now introduced in more detail.
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4.2 Vorolign
4.2.1 Introduction
The computer aided assessment of the similarity between two protein structures is probably
one of the oldest problems in computational biology. Even before the introduction of the term
“Structure Alignment”, similarity was usually defined as the ability to rotate and translate the
atom coordinates of two proteins in a way that as many residues(e.g. C-α atoms) as possible
from one protein take a position that is close enough to a residue from the other protein to
consider both residues identical. As a numerical similarity measure, generally the number of
these identical residues together with their respective RMSD was (and is) used [21].
Since up to now, no algorithm has been published that can find a global optimum for this
spatial transformation problem in polynomial time [22, 23, 24], a first step in the early days
of structural alignment was mostly to manually construct a plain local sequence alignment to
predefine corresponding residues, e.g. via visual inspection of the proteins [21]. This sequence
alignment was then used as a basis to calculate a so-called “superposition”, i.e. the optimal
rotation of one structure onto the other with the restriction that the previously aligned amino
acids are to be considered identical in both structures. For the superposition problem, fast and
optimal algorithms were soon discovered [25], resulting in the future term “Structure Alignment” to only refer to the initial two dimensional sequence alignment rather than the actual
three dimensional superposition of the structures.
As a next step, methods to automatically find the structure alignment had to be found, which
was probably done for the first time in Protein Structure Alignment [21].
Although this setup has been more or less unchanged ever since, structure alignment algorithms have been improved so that some of them already internally find a competitive superposition by using heuristics like partitioning the atom coordinates into larger fragments which
can then be aligned more easily [26]. In these cases, a corresponding structure alignment can
of course still be derived from the aligned atom coordinates of both structures.
Since a lot of different alignment methods have been developed by now with each finding
own approximate solutions, there was much debate on what exactly the optimal solution of a
structure alignment should look like and whether such a globally optimal alignment actually
exists [27]. As a first argument, one could say that even for a given method with a specific internal structure similarity measure, there might be several equally well scoring optimal solutions,
e.g. due to different trade-offs between the number of identical residues and their inter-atomic
distances. Secondly, as the RMSD can obviously be replaced with other measures like plain
inter residue distances or residue interactions, the optimality of an alignment always depends
on the actual similarity measure an algorithm is trying to optimize. It can only be determined by
considering the respective biological problem the alignment is based on. In this sense, already
the exclusive usage of similarity measures that treat the inter-atomic distances as immutable is
wrong in many cases: It implies the assumption of proteins being rigid bodies, although they
have long been known to be more or less flexible and floating structures with changing conformations. Even more bias is introduced by the experimental noise that is present during the
actual analysis of a protein structure. This issue also led to the introduction of a whole class of
structure alignment methods based on the flexible body of proteins (fig. 4.1) [28].
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of a structural alignment of 3 proteins (1ncx, 1jfjA and 2sas). A)
displays the alignment found by Vorolign, B) the one found by the rigid body method MultiProt
([2]). As one can see, the common core in A) is much larger than the one in B), leading to an
obvious case of a failed rigid body alignment. (Picture from [3])
By now it has become clear, that the finally employed alignment algorithm should always
be chosen according to the actual biological alignment problem one is trying to solve and that
no globally optimal alignment exists.
In this context, Vorolign takes its place as a very young flexible body structure alignment
algorithm which internally abstains from fixed residue coordinates and thus solely outputs
structure-based sequence alignments rather than already superimposed structures as it is the
case for other methods, as mentioned before.

4.2.2 Preprocessing
As the name already indicates, Vorolign is based on the Voronoi Tessellation of proteins. In
the general euclidean variant of this procedure, a set of points P ⊂ R n is used to partition the
induced vector space into |P| convex polytopes polyT1 , . . . , polyT|P| ⊂ Rn , where each polytope
polyTi is defined as the set of points lying closer to p i ∈ P than to any other point pi ∈ P \ pi .
As a result, the borders of each of those spatial partitions are defined as the n − 1 dimensional
hyperplanes whose points have equal distance to the own central p ∈ P and to a neighboring
p ∈ P. The n − 2 dimensional borders of these hyperplanes again represent the transition from
one neighbor to the next (figure 4.2).
In Vorolign, the Voronoi Tessellation [29] is used as a preprocessing step before the actual alignment is computed: For each protein under consideration, the coordinates of the C-β atoms are
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Figure 4.2: A Voronoi Tessellation of a group of input points in R 3 . Each Voronoi Cell is
a convex polyeder and surrounded by polygones whose borderlines are highlighted in white.
Picture from www.archinect.com
extracted from the atom coordinate file and used as the set of points P for the Voronoi Tessellation. Additionally, artifical atoms are placed around the protein to give an outer boundary for
the superficial Voronoi cells. This step is necessary because unbounded cells with a C-β atom
as the central residue would per defintion extend to the next C-β cell regardless of the distance
in between, leading to infinite cells on the protein surface or, in a biological sense, false neighbors for cells that are located in large structural clefts (fig. 4.3). For details and parameters of
this procedure, see (Birzele et al., [3]) and (Zimmer et al., [30]).
Having defined the set of input atoms for each Voronoi Tesselation, the actual computation of
the cells is done by the QVoronoi program of the QHull package, which uses the Quickhull [31]
algorithm for efficient tessellation of the protein. The output is a list of all residue pairs whose
Voronoi cells are neighboring together with their respective seperating hyperplane. Parallely,
the secondary structure element (SSE) for each residue in the protein sequence is annotated
using the DSSP [32] algorithm.
At this point, the author of Vorolign had to decide which structural information about the
protein to actually use for the upcoming alignment. As it turns out, all numerical properties one
could derive from each Voronoi cell, like surface area or volume, together with possible biochemical attributes are discarded, except for the actual amino acids and SSEs of the neighboring
cells and their respective position in the protein sequence. This was found to be a sufficiently
accurate representation of a protein for a structural alignment.
More formally: Let ΣAA be the alphabet of amino acids, ΣSSE the alphabet of SSEs and
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Figure 4.3: An image illustrating the effects of the introduction of artifical atoms around a group
of input residues. Left: No artifical atoms have been introduced, leading to cells that neighbor
only because of cell infinity (A, red) or structural clefts (B, yellow). Right: Artifical atoms
placed around the structure produce a tight boundary (light blue) for the superficial cells of the
original residues and thereby remove all biologically false contacts.
PR := N ×ΣAA ×ΣSSE the space of possible protein residues where the first dimension represents
the position in the sequence, the second the amino acid and the third the SSE. Therefore, each
protein sequence can be defined as a list of triples (indexr , AAr , SSEr ) := residue ∈ PR . A protein
in Vorolign is then represented as a set of 4-tuples VoronoiResidue := (residue, Neighbors) ∈
PR × 2PR ordered by indexr .
As mentioned above these 4-tuples represent the only structural information Vorolign actually uses in the alignment, abstaining from all other geometrical or chemical properties. The
flexibility of a protein structure is modeled as the possibility to alter shape and size of Voronoi
cells with little to no effect on the neighbor sets.

4.2.3 The Algorithm
Vorolign uses a Double Dynamic Programming (DDP)[21] scheme to align proteins.
In general this means that as a first step an ordinary Dynamic Programming, called “high
level matrix”, is initialized, just as it is found in (Needleman and Wunsch, [33]) or in (Smith
and Waterman, [34]). To determine the score of a matching between two DNA bases or amino
acids however, no predefined scoring matrix is used, but a new Dynamic Programming, called
“low level matrix”, is carried out between the residues that are associated with the two residues
in the first Dynamic Programming. The overall score of the second matrix is then used as the
score for the corresponding amino acid or base pair in the high level.
For Vorolign, the high level matrix is computed just as described, i.e. a plain sequence
alignment between the two proteins is initalized. The idea for the low level matrix is to use the
neighboring residues from the Voronoi Tessellation as the associates for a matching in the high
level matrix: When two 4-Tuples t 1 := (residue1, Neighbors1) and t2 := (residue2, Neighbors2)
correspond to a matching of two residues in the high level matrix, the low level alignment
will be computed between the residues of the sets Neighbors 1 and Neighbors2 . To make sure
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that the two residues under consideration in the high level matrix are always treated as identical in the low level matrix, every set Neighbors 1 and Neighbors2 is split into two new sets,
resulting in the four sets Neighbors 1Le f t , Neighbors1Right , Neighbors2Le f t and Neighbors2Right .
Neighbors1,2
Le f t only contain the neighboring residue that are found left of t 1,2 in the protein
sequence, Neighbors1,2
Right only the ones right of t 1,2 . Consequently, the amino acid sequences
corresponding to Neighbors1Le f t and Neighbors1Right are aligned with the ones corresponding to
Neighbors2Le f t and Neighbors2Right respectively. The order of the residues in those induced sequences is given by the index-property of the 4-tuples. For scoring, fixed gap penalties and a
predefined similarity measure that is defined as the weighted sum of an amino acid and a SSE
scoring matrix [35] are used. Finally, the two overall scores of both low level alignments are
added and returned as the similarity score between t1 and t2 . Once the high level matrix has been
filled this way, a trace-back is performed to obtain and output the final structure alignment.
In principle any form of sequence alignment or residue matching could be applied in both the
high and the low level matrix. As it was found in (Birzele et al., [3]) however, the combination
of a semi-global (freeshift) alignment with affine gap penalties [36] in the high level and a global
alignment with a force field based amino acid exchange matrix (SM_ Threader [37]) and linear
gap costs in the low level works best for the purpose of structure classification.
All numeric parameters like gap open or gap extend penalties are also derived empirically
by using a genetic search algorithm on a random subset of the proteins of a training set and an
independet protein similarity measure (TM-Score, [38]).
A pseudocode of Vorolign is given below. For simplicity, instead of the semiglobal alignment with affine gap penalties, a global alignment with linear gap costs is performed in the
high level. The procedure ScoreLowLevel first separates the two neighbor sets and then aligns
the resulting sequences by calling Align. The procedures ScoreAA and ScoreSSE simply refer
to looking up a score of the substitution of two amino acids in a PAM250 matrix or two SSE
elements in a SSE substitution matrix.
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Procedure Vorolign(VoronoiResidue[] protein1, VoronoiResidue[] protein2)
Input: protein1 : The Voronoi representation of the first protein (see 4.2.2)
protein2 : The Voronoi representation of the second protein (see 4.2.2
Data: matrixHigh : The the high level alignment matrix
gapHigh : The gap penalty in the high level alignment
begin
order the elements in protein1 and protein2 by their index property
matrixHigh [0, 0] := 0

for i = 1 to length(protein1) do
matrixHigh [i, 0] := matrixHigh [i − 1, 0] + gapHigh
for j = 1 to length(protein2) do
matrixHigh [0, j] := matrixHigh [0, j − 1] + gapHigh
for i = 1 to length(protein1) do
for j = 1 to length(protein2) do
matrixHigh [i, j] :=


j] + gapHigh,
matrixHigh [i, j − 1] + gapHigh,
matrixHigh [i − 1, j − 1]+ScoreLowLevel(protein1[i], protein2 [ j])

 matrix

max

High [i − 1,

return traceback(matrixHigh)
end
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Procedure ScoreLowLevel(VoronoiResidue residue1, VoronoiResidue residue2)
Input: residue1 : The 4-Tuple ∈ P representing the first Voronoi cell (see 4.2.2)
residue2 : The 4-Tuple ∈ P representing the second Voronoi cell (see 4.2.2)
Data: neighbors1Le f t : The left neighbors of residue1
neighbors2Le f t : The left neighbors of residue2
neighbors1Right : The right neighbors of residue 1
neighbors2Right : The right neighbors of residue 2
begin
(index1 , VoronoiResidue[] neighbors1) := residue1
(index2 , VoronoiResidue[] neighbors2) := residue2
order neighbors1 by their index
order neighbors2 by their index
indexLe f t = 1
indexRight = 1

for i = 1 to length(neighbors1) do
(indexT mp ) := neighbors1[i]
if indexT mp < index1 then
neighbors1Le f t [indexLe f t ] := neighbors1[i]
indexLe f t := indexLe f t + 1
else
neighbors1Right [indexRight ] := neighbors1[i]
indexRight := indexRight + 1
indexLe f t = 1
indexRight = 1

for i = 1 to length(neighbors2) do
(indexT mp ) := neighbors2[i]
if indexT mp < index1 then
neighbors2Le f t [indexLe f t ] := neighbors2[i]
indexLe f t := indexLe f t + 1
else
neighbors2Right [indexRight ] := neighbors2[i]
indexRight := indexRight + 1
sum := Align(neighbors1Le f t , neighbors2Le f t )+

Align(neighbors1Right , neighbors2Right )
return sum
end
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Procedure Align(VoronoiResidue[] subSeq1, VoronoiResidue[] subSeq2)
Input: subSeq1 : The protein sequence induced by the neighbors either left or right
of the first residue
subSeq2 : The protein sequence induced by the neighbors either left or right
of the second residue
Data: matrixLow : The low level alignment matrix
gapLow : The gap penalty in the low level alignment
begin
matrixLow [0, 0] := 0

for i = 1 to length(subSeq1) do
matrixLow [i, 0] := matrixLow [i − 1, 0] + gapLow
for j = 1 to length(subSeq2) do
matrixLow [0, j] := matrixLow [0, j − 1] + gapLow
for i = 1 to length(subSeq1) do
for j = 1 to length(subSeq2) do
matrixLow [i, j] :=



max

matrixLow [i − 1, j] + gapLow,
matrixLow [i, j − 1] + gapLow,
matrixLow [i − 1, j − 1] + Score(subSeq1[i], subSeq2 [ j])



return matrixLow [length(subSeq1),length(subSeq2)]
end

Procedure Score(VoronoiResidue residue1, VoronoiResidue residue2)
Input: residue1 : The first of a pair of Voronoi residues to be low level scored
residue2 : The second of a pair of Voronoi residues to be low level scored
Data: weightAA : The weight of the score for the amino acid scoring matrix
weightSSE : The weight of the score for the SSE scoring matrix
begin
(AA1 , SSE1 ) := residue1
(AA2 , SSE2 ) := residue2
sum := weightAA * ScoreAA (AA1 , AA2) + weightSSE * ScoreSSE (SSE1 , SSE2)

return sum
end
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Procedure ScoreAA(char AminoAcid1, char AminoAcid2)
Input: AminoAcid1: The first of a pair of amino acids to be scored
AminoAcid2: The second of a pair of amino acids to be scored
Output: The score of a matching between two amino acids predefined by an amino
acid scoring matrix
Procedure ScoreSSE(char SSE1, char SSE2)
Input: SSE1 : The first of a pair of amino acids to be scored
SSE2 : The second of a pair of amino acids to be scored
Output: The score of a matching between two SSEs predefined by a SSE scoring
matrix

4.3 Instance-based Classification Via Vorolign
In Vorolign, the overall alignment score of the high level matrix is used as the similarity measure between two proteins (fig. 4.4). To speed up the classification of new proteins, a filter
is employed, i.e. a target is first aligned against all training instances with secondary structure
element alignment (SSEA) [39], a very fast, but comparativley inaccurate algorithm, and only
the 250 best hits according to this method are used as training examples for the actual Vorolign
approach. In this thesis, the filter was disabled to obtain a strict view on only Vorolign’s capability as a classifier without the potential interference of other methods. In the 1-Nearest-Neighbor
case however, only an insignificant accuracy increase was observed, suggesting that the filter as
employed in [3] has just theoretical effects on the classification performance.
To make the score independent of the length of the two proteins involved, a normalized score
is given for each alignment, which is however still experimental and not used in this thesis. For
details see chapter 7.1.
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Figure 4.4: Sample output of a 1-Nearest-Neighbor query against a training database. Each
line describes the alignment with one training instance, their order is defined by the achieved
alignment score. Here, the target domain with the id “d1a02n1” has the family class “b.1.18.1”
just like the best hit “d1my7a_”, leading to a correct prediction. The last 3 columns represent
length-normalized alignment score, sequence identity and alignment area respectively.
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Chapter 5
Model Based Classification
As mentioned earlier, the goal of this thesis is to replace the instance based classification approach from the previous section with model based learning, i.e. an abstraction of the classes of
SCOP has to be found that is built upon the training instances and only, if at all, indirectly relies
on them during query time. Traditionally, models are designed to only separate two classes,
i.e. they are binary, so that meta-learners must be used to extend binary classifiers to be able to
deal with multiple classes. Meta-learners in this thesis are described in the following section,
suitable binary classifiers in the one after.

5.1 Multi Class Classifers
Inferring from the expected vast amount of classes in SCOP, much emphasis must be put on
the multi-class setting. In past years, Fold Recognition and Superfamily Detection have played
a significant role in the Bioinformatics and Machine Learning community (cf. last section),
leading to a lot of sophisticated meta classifiers which e.g. take hierarchical class structures into
account and work partiticularly well in the combination with so-called Support Vector Machines
(see chapter 5.2) for the evaluation on SCOP datasets [40, 41, 42, 43].
In a recent survey (Kramer, Buchwald et al., [43]), a set of comparably simple meta-learners,
HClass, ECNDs and HENDs, has been introduced which stepwise increase the reliance on
the SCOP hierarchy and were found to have no significant difference in accuracy compared
to other state-of-the-art classifiers. Since for this thesis they were available in a ready-to-use
manner, an extensive evaluation of the effect of various current meta learning schemes for the
direct classification of SCOP families could be carried out. In detail, the following multi-class
classifers were used.

HClass
Given a tree-like user-defined hierarchy where nodes represent classes and leafs represent instances, each child of an internal node that is not a leaf corresponds to a class c whose members
are defined as the instances that have c as an ancestor. Therefore, each internal node, except for the those whose children are leafs (leaf classes), can be seen as a small (multi-class)
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classification problem that has to be approached with a base classifer in combination with a
non-hierarchical (flat) multi-class learner. Once all affected internal nodes have been modeled
in this way, a target’s probability for a specific leaf class is estimated by the joint probability of
all classifiers from the root to the leafs that have this class as a child.
As the flat multi-class classifer, we employ Pairwise Coupling [44], i.e. a binary classifier is
trained for each possible pair of classes and a majority vote is carried out to determine the class.

Ensemble of Nested Dichotomies (ENDs)
Instead of a given hierarchy, ENDs (Kramer and Frank, [45]) first calculate an artificial, random
hierarchy for the leaf classes, called Nested Dichotomy (ND), where each internal node has
exactly two children. This allows to discard the second flat multi-class classifiers from HClass.
To lower the variance of one particular hierarchy, a user-defined number of NDs are created,
so that a target’s probability for a particular class is obtained by averaging from all NDs.

Ensemble of Contrained Nested Dichotomies (ECNDs)
This approach is closely related to ENDs, but instead of being completely artifical, the binarization of classes is constrained by the given user-defined hierarchy. If an internal node with
more than 2 child classes in the original hierarchy is seen as a subtree representing a multi-class
setup, this subtree is replaced with a ND. In this way, the whole user-defined n-ary hierarchy
can be made binary while conserving the original parent-child relatioships.

Hierarchies of Ensembles of Nested Dichotomies (HENDs)
HENDs are similar to ECNDs with the exception that an internal node is not replaced with one
ND, but an ENDs. In this way, one can abstain from creating several “global” NDs spanning
all classes from the user-defined hierarchy like in ENDs or ECNDs because the variance of a
particular binarization at a node is already lowered by the ENDs constructed specifically for
that node. The user-defined hierarchy is obviously again conserved.

1 vs. Rest
This scheme begins by splitting the instances into two sets: One contains the members of one
particular class (the “One”-class), the other all other instances (the “Rest”-class). A binary
classifier is trained to distinguish between these two sets. This is repeated, so that for each
class exactly one model is trained that seperates this class from the rest. When presented with
a target, the class probabilities for each “One”-class are collected and the one with the highest
value is assigned to the target.

Relative1vsRest
Note: The description of this method refers to definitions from chapter 5.2.
Because of the expected high number of relatively small classes, model selection and Platt
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Scaling might not work as well as usually expected and also time and memory requirements
could exceed the limits of up-to-date computer systems. We therefore created a very simple 1
vs. Rest multi-class scheme that exclusively uses Support Vector Machines (SVMs) as the base
classifiers. A detailed description is given in the context of the introduction of SVMs in chapter
5.2.
Due to an excellent accuracy to speed ratio, Relative1vsRest was additionally extended by
Threads so that it could use the full capacity of current multicore processors.

ClassificationViaRegression
ClassificationViaRegression adopts 1 vs. Rest to work with regression: For each binary class
problem, the nominal class is replaced by the numbers 1 (for the “One”-class) and 0 (for the
“Rest”-class) and a regression algorithm is applied. A target is classified by sending it to all
regression models and assigning the class whose model achieved the highest value. Also this
scheme was extended by Threads.

Stacking
Stacking is a meta classifier that is able to combine several different multi-class base classifiers
by learning about the reliability of the prediction of every base model for each individual class.
This could potentially result in a classifier that is superior to any multi-class model built upon
only a single of the base classifiers.
First, a multi-class setting is binarized just like in ClassificationViaRegression. The regression model of ClassificationViaRegression is set to Linear Regression. The features of the
Linear Regressions however are not the ones of the training instances, but the probabilities of
each base classifiers for all classes. The individual weights for Linear Regression are learned
by gathering these base-probabilities of all examples, which are obtained from each base classifier by an internal cross-validation, and doing a Least-Squares fitting. The base classifers
themselves are subsequently trained with the whole training set.
After a target was classified by all base classifiers and its specific class probabilites sent
to the Linear Regression models, the n estimated regression values are collected within the
top-level ClassificationViaRegression and the class with the highest value is predicted.
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5.2 A Binary Classifier: Support Vector Machines
5.2.1 Overview
The principle of Support Vector Machines has been introduced in the literature countless times
and is therefore not explained in detail here. A very extensive description can be found in
(Schölkopf and Smola, [46]), a short summary for example in (Chapelle et al., [47]). The main
is idea is to interpret instances with exclusively numerical values as points in a vector space
that can be seperated by a hyperplane with respect to their class. The hyperplane is defined by
the outermost training instances of each class and has to maximize the margin, i.e. it has to be
chosen so that its distance to the closest training example is maximized and that all examples lie
on the right side with respect to their class. This can be expressed as a Quadratic Programming
problem for which known solutions exist. In the end, one obtains a hyperplane in the dual
form 0 = f (x) = ∑N
i=1 αi yi xi · x + b, where support vectors xi together with individual weights
αi are used to specify its position in space. The side of an instance x w.r.t to the hyperplane and
subsequently the class is then obtained by sgn( f (x)).
Originally strictly operating in the space defined by the instances’ features with relatively
slow performance and seperable instances as a prerequisite, SVMs have been extendended over
the years to be able to map the original feature space into higher and even indefinite dimensions
with the Kernel Trick [48], to be orders of magnitudes faster than originally [49] and to be
able to deal with unseparable instances by so-called Soft Margins [50]. The latter led to the
introduction of a user defined parameter C which defines the importance of instances that are
not separable. A high C leads to a high willingness to abandon the maximality of the margin
with respect to the seperable instances in favor of bringing the unseparable examples nearer to
the margin or even on the right side. A low C on the other hand treats unseparable instances as
more or less separable, so that they don’t have much effect. An optimal C can be learned e.g.
via cross-validation on the training set. This is then referred to as “Model Selection”.
In another extension, J. Platt introduced a mapping [51] to fit the output of a SVM (y =
w · x + b) onto a sigmoid function also by cross-validation, since it is often useful to work with
class probabilities instead of final classifications.

5.2.2 Kernel Normalization
In (Herbrich and Graepel, [52]), an extension of the PAC framework, PAC-Bayesian, was applied to linear classifiers and margin maximizers in particular. A tight boundary on the generalization error was derived that only holds true when input feature vectors are normalized,
suggesting that SVMs also perform best with these normalized input instances. This was empirically confirmed with several datasets, e.g. in (Graf et al., [4]) or (Herbrich and Graepel,
[52]).
Since actual SVM implementations, like SMO [49] in Weka [53], are additionally designed
to only be able to deal with a limited scaling of the input vectors, normalization plays an important role in our case. The details are explained in the following.
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Normalization of a vector as stated above simply means scaling it to unit length:
vnorm =

v
v

The PAC boundary however only holds for normalizing in the feature space, not in the input
space (fig. 5.1).

Figure 5.1: a) Shows a separating hyperplane for an ordinary classification problem. In b), the
input vectors are normalized, but as soon as non-linear kernel is used (c), the normalization is
lost in the new feature space. Picture from [4]
In any case except for a linear kernel, where input space=feature space, normalization has
to be carried out after the mapping into the feature space. This can be done the following way:
Let x, y ∈ X
Let k : (x, y) → k(x, y), X × X → R
 

k(x, y)
φ (x)
φ (y)
φ (x)
φ (y)
,
,
=
= knorm (x, y)
= 
φ (x) φ (y)
k(x, x)
k(y, y)
k(x, x)k(y, y)
Note that neither the original instance representation nor its coordinates in the feature space are
required, since the length of a vector in the feature space can be computed via the kernel of an
instance with itself, which follows directly from the definition of the dot product.
We can even normalize non-Mercer kernels, i.e. kernels that do not correspond to a dot
product or at least for which the feature space is unknown, although the strong theoretical
background is again missing. The eigenvalues of a kernel matrix are only scaled by a constant
positive factor after normalization, what can be shown by the characteristic equation of the
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kernel matrix:
Let K be a NxN (non-mercer) kernel matrix:
⎛
⎞
K1,1 . . . K1,N
K = ⎝ . . . Ki, j . . . ⎠
KN,1 . . . KN,N
After normalization it has the following form:
⎛
⎞
√ K1,1
√
√ K1,N
√
...
K1,1 KN,N
⎜ K1,1 K1,1
⎟
Ki, j
⎜
⎟
√ √
...
...
Knorm = ⎜
⎟
Ki,i K j, j
⎝
⎠
KN,1
KN,N
√
√
√ √
...
K1,1

KN,N

KN,N

KN,N

The calculation of the eigenvalues of K can be done via the characteristic equation:
Let I be the identity matrix and λ the vector of eigenvalues
det(K − I λ ) = 0
⇔ det(K ) = 0
⎛
⎞
K1,N
K1,1 − λ1 . . .
⎠=0
Ki, j
...
⇔ det ⎝ . . .
KN,1
. . . KN,N − λN

We investigate the effect on the characteristic equation, if K is replaced with Knorm :

⎛
⎜
⎜
⇔ det ⎜
⎝

⎛
⎜
⎜
⇔ det ⎜
⎜
⎝

det(Knorm − I λ ) = 0
⇔ det(Knorm ) = 0
√

K1,1
K1,1

√

K1,1

− λ1
√

...
√

KN,1
K1,1

√

√ √
K
K
√ √1,1 1,1
√

√

KN,1
K1,1

√

KN,N

K1,1

√

Ki,i

√

...

K j, j

KN,N

KN,N
√
KN,N KN,N

√

Ki, j

√

...

K j, j

...

K1,1

...

Ki,i

√

⎞

K1,N

Ki, j

...

KN,N

K1,1 −λ1

K1,1

√

...

− λN

⎟
⎟
⎟=0
⎠

⎞

K1,N
K1,1

√

KN,N

...
√
√
KN,N −λ1 KN,N KN,N
√
√
KN,N

⎟
⎟
⎟=0
⎟
⎠

KN,N

Every row Knorm (i, ) has been multiplied by √1 , just as any column Knorm (, j) has been multiplied by √1 . As a result, every √1
K j, j

Kx,x

Ki,i

has been multiplied with a row or column of K exactly
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twice: Once for row Knorm (x, ) and once for column Knorm (, x).
A well-known property of the determinant is:
det(Mc) = c ∗ det(M), where Mc denotes M after multiplying a row or column with c

Thus, the characteristic equation corresponding to Knorm can be simplified to:


⎞
⎛
K1,N
K1,1 − λ1 K1,1 K1,1 . . .
1
⎠=0
...
Ki, j
...
∗ det ⎝


K1,1 . . . KN,N
. . . KN,N − λN KN,N KN,N
KN,1


⎞
⎛
K1,N
K1,1 − λ1 K1,1 K1,1 . . .
⎠=0
...
Ki, j
...
⇔ det ⎝


KN,1
. . . KN,N − λN KN,N KN,N
 
This corresponds to det(K ) with λi = λi Ki,i Ki,i . Subsequently, every eigenvalue λi of
−1
and the grade of positive
Knorm can be derived by multiplying λ i with the positive factor Ki,i
semi-definiteness in K and Knorm is the same (q.e.d.).
After normalization, all instance vectors have length 1 in the feature space and lie on a unit
hypersphere. Thus, the equation k(x, y) = cos(α ) holds, where α is the angle between φ (x)
and φ (y). Note that although in effect only angles between instances enter the training process,
the summand b of a separating hyperplane wx + b = 0 does not have to be 0. As an example,
consider a setting where the normalized training instances of one class lie on the pole of a 3Dsphere and the ones from the other class are placed further away in the direction to the equator.
Only a sphere section that does not go through the origin can separate in this case, making b > 0
(fig. 5.2).
Also note that normalization can still be harmful in special cases: Simply imagine two
vectors, that have the same direction, but different scaling. Before normalization, they can be
seperated by a hyperplane in the same space, afterwards not. The same holds true for two sets
of vectors where all members have similar directions. Generally this doesn’t seem to play a big
role in real-world cases, however.

5.2.3 Support Vector Regression
A method called Support Vector Regression (SVR) was introduced in
(Smola and Schölkopf, [54]), where the instances have a continuous class that the hyperplane
tries to approximate within a certain error threshold: Whereas before it was important for a
training instance (xi , classi ) to only lie on the right side of the hyperplane, i.e. sgn(class i) =
sgn(w · xi + b), the class is now directly interpreted as the scalar between the hyperplane and the
class with some allowed error , i.e. classi = f (xi ) = w · xi + b (± ε ). The Kernel Trick and soft
margins can be derived analogously.
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Figure 5.2: A classification problem that can only be solved by a hyperplane that does not go
through the origin although all instances have unit length
In this thesis, regression is generally used as nominal classifier. Nominal binary classes are
made continuous by setting their classes to 1 and 0 which results in a predicted class value of
>= 0.5 to be interpreted as the class corresponding to 1 and < 0.5 as the class corresponding to
0. The sound theoretical background of e.g. Support Vector Machines is however missing: The
hyperplane is no longer chosen according to the best general (=maximal margin) binary class
seperation where only instances along the decision boundary matter. Instead, a loss function that
tries to adjust the hyperplane with respect to the approximate continuous class of all examples is
used. Classification by regression has often been found to result in very competetive classifiers,
like e.g. (Frank et al., [55]) or the whole class of binary logistic regression models show. The
special combination of the multi-class classifier ClassificationViaRegression introduced earlier
with SVR is depicted in figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.3: Both pictures show a class-seperating hyperplane (red) learned by linear regression.
While the one in the left setup obviously presents a good solution, the right one significantly
deviates from the version found by a SVM (black). In this case, the SVM variant would most
likely be the better choice.

5.2.4 Relative1vsRest
As mentioned earlier, a multi-class classifier relying on the 1 vs. Rest scheme was created
with the goal of remaining feasible even with vast amounts of classes while being relatively
independent of accurate probability estimates. The classical 1 vs. Rest collects the probabilities
of all binary base classifiers and returns the class with the highest probability. In combination
with SVMs, the separating hyperplanes of the base classifers are learned by maximizing the
margin and Platt Scaling [51] is used to obtain probabilities. ClassificationViaRegression on
the other hand learns regression hyperplanes and returns the scaled distance to the hyperplane
y = wx + b. The class corresponding to the highest y is output.
A possible downfall is that regression hyperplanes have only limited theoretical background
for working in binary classification setting and ClassificationViaRegression, i.e. 1 vs. Rest with
regression, only works well for a certain maximal number of classes or a particular shape of the
Rest-class.
In Relative1vsRest we do not learn regression, but maximal margin hyperplanes, just like
in classical 1 vs. Rest in combination with a SVM. Instead of probabilities however, the SVMs
simply return the value of y = wx + b, i.e. the scaled distance to the maximal margin hyperplane
with the sign indicating what side a target is on. The class corresponding to the highest y is
returned.
As a comparison, in Platt Scaling for a binary SVM y = wx + b would be fitted onto a
sigmoid function p(y) = 1/(1 + exp(Ay + B)), so that probability predictions can be made. A
and B are learned via cross-validation and, if B = 0, can even lead to cases where the class of
a target (i.e. sgn(y)) predicted by the hyperplane is changed by p(y) since p = 0.5 no longer
reflects that a point lies directly on the hyperplane. In 1 vs. Rest with Platt Scaling, A and B can
be different for each binary classifier. If this was not the case, i.e. if A and B were always equal,
the finally predicted class would correspond exactly to the one derived from Relative1vsRest, as
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p(y) is a strictly monotonic increasing function. The question now is what further assumptions
on the overall target function are made if A and B are fixed.
First, the fixed B treats the decision boundary induced by a hyperplane as optimal since B
can be set to 0 without altering the final prediction. A fixed A suggests that class probabilities
are independent of the length of the normal vector w of an individual binary base classifier
hyperplane. E.g. y = 0.4 corresponds to exactly one probability p(y), independently of the
1
euclidean width w
of the margin. In simple words, the euclidean distance between classes as
defined by their support vectors is irrelevant, only the clearity with which a target lies on one
particular side matters.
In how far the target function can be approximated under these additional constraints has
to be empirically estimated as usual, e.g. via cross-validation. Geometrically, if w is scaled
similarly for all binary base classifers, the induced class decomposition of the input space has
quite reasonable shapes (fig. 5.5).
A general advantage of the method could be the combination of both knowledge about the
class structures as found by the binary SVM and properties of 1-Nearest-Neighbor since it can
easily deal with arbitrary class sizes.
The term relative in Relative1vsRest stems from the fact that instead of absolute probabilities for each base classifer, values are collected that supposedly only relatively reflect class
probabilities.
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Figure 5.4: The picture describes one of the |classes| regression settings when learning ClassificationViaRegression. The feature space has two dimensions and the instances are distributed
among 3 classes, A (green), B (brown) and C (black). In this regression setting, the class
labels are set to 0 for instances of classes A and B and to 1 for instances of class C. After applying an SVR, the hyperplane (black line) would ideally lie directly on the instances
of class A and B (w · x + b = 0 = class(x), x ∈ A ∩ B) and w and b would be scaled so that
w · c + b = 1 = class(c), c ∈ C, i.e. the euclidean distance between the instances of C and the
1
hyperplane would be w
. Since such an exact fitting is impossible in most cases, the actual
value of w · y + b, y ∈ A ∩ B ∩C is allowed to only approximate the true value class(y) within an
certain error threshold ε , i.e. class(y) − w · y − b ≤ ε and w · y + b − class(y) ≤ ε . Geometrically,
2ε
as long as an instance lies within the w
-wide tube of the respective class (0 or 1), the instance’s
class value is ε -approximated. In cases the ε deviation must be exceeded, slack variables come
into play just like for regular SVMs (not shown here). As ε is user-given, there could possibly
be several hyperplanes that approximate the class values within ε error. In these cases, always
the flattest solution is computed. In our example, the hyperplane might as well be a little bit
steeper. This would make the uppermost instance of class C even lie within the ε -tube, not on
its boundary. The flattest solution however is only the one displayed, leaving the two leftmost
members of class C as support vectors to define the offset and direction of w. Further support
vectors will find w’s right scaling.
Note that the dimensionality of the feature space and the number of classes, or generally the
shape of the Rest-class, that can be sufficiently modeled are closely related.
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Figure 5.5: The picture shows a setting with 3 input points A, B and C, where each point
corresponds to an own class so that Platt Scaling is impossible. The red lines correspond to
the hyperplanes of the binary base classifers. The black lines depict the spatial decomposition
induced by Relative1vsRest using those hyperplanes. The ws have similar lengths so that
the overall shape of the cells is quite homogenous. Point D is an example of a target that does
not lie on the 1-side of any binary classifier. It is assigned to the class A, where it is the most
unclear that it belongs to the Rest-Side in terms of the relative values of y = wx + b
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5.3 Other Binary Models
Although the Support Vector Machine represents the classifier that is by far used the most in
this thesis, several other binary classifiers have been employed.

Linear Regression
A response(=class) variable y is modeled as the linear combination of its feature vector v with
a to-be-learned weight vector w: y = w0 + w1 ∗ x1 + w2 ∗ x2 + ...wn ∗ xn . When presented with
a binary class, the class labels of the examples are set to either 0 or 1 just like for SVR. The
weight vector is trained by a Least-Squares optimization.

Logistic Regression
Logistic Regression is a regression model specifically designed for the use with nominal classes.
Instead of interpreting the linear combination of v and w directly as class probabilities, the
weights are adjuted to fit the logarithm of the odds of the class probability, i.e. for instance x:
px
log ( 1−p
) = w0 +w1 ∗ x1 +... +wn ∗ xn . The training is done via Maximum Likelihood methods.
x
The approach can be extended to n-ary classes.

C4.5 Decision Tree
The C4.5 [56] algorithm describes a quasi-standard for learning decision trees, relying on Information Gain to chose the decision attribute in each node.

Logistic Model Trees
Logistic Model Trees [57] is a method for learning Logistic Model Trees, the combination of
decision trees and logistic regression. For each leaf, a logistic model is learned by LogitBoost.
Although relatively unknown, the method showed equally good or superior performance compared to Logistic Regression while being a lot faster.

Radial Basis Function Network
Radial Basis Function Network represents a Neural Network where the basis function, in our
case the K-Means Clustering algorithm, is radial. The final class is calculated by Multinomial
Logistic Regression, using as input the output of Gaussians that are fit to the distance between
examples and the cluster centers.
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Chapter 6
From Instance- to Model-based
Classification
As already outlined, instance-based learning is by far not as demanding as model-based. Class
sizes are irrelevant, just like the feature space, as long as the distance or similarity between an
instance can still be derived and noise is low. For the prediction of SCOP, 1-Nearest-Neighbor
together with the Vorolign-score as the only feature suffices to yield good performance.
While for the modelling of SCOP, small classes can just be excluded, a proper Vorolignbased feature space of the examples is not as easy to derive. In the following, some variants are
described.

6.1 Similarity Map
A well-established idea of defining instances when only a pairwise similarity measure is available is representing each as the vector of similarities to all training examples.
Let X be an (unknown) original feature space
Let (xi , x j ) → sim(xi , x j ), X × X → R be a similarity measure
Let Σ be a set of classes
Let (x1 , c1 ), . . . , (xn , cn ) ∈ (X × Σ) be the set of training instances
Simmap : (y, cy ) → (sim(y, x1), . . . sim(y, xn), cy ), X × Σ → Rn × Σ
Note that even self-similarity is not excluded, leading to an exhaustive usage of any information
available on a training instance.
The idea was picked up numerous times by the scientific research groups around Kernel
Machines. In (Schölkopf et al., [58]), the authors were investigating as to how any kernel k
satisfying Mercer’s conditions corresponds to a dot product in a higher order feature space. This
feature space was found to be the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space, a space, where each point
is represented as a function. Since an explicit mapping from the original input space seemed
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useless, an empirical, approximate mapping, called Empirical Kernel Map, was presented:
Let z1 , . . . , zn be a set of input points ∈ Rm
Empirical Kernel Map:
Φemp : x → (k(x, z1 ), . . . , k(x, z1 )), Rm → Rn
Φemp is a reformulation of Simmap with the exception that sim would have to be positive definite. It was shown that with an additional simple transformation of Φ emp , Φemp (x), Φemp(y) =
k(x, y), so that the original and the new feature space are the same in terms of the dot product.
This is very counter-intuitive because one would expect the feature space of the Empirical Kernel Map to be much larger than the original.
An interesting side effect of k̃ = Φemp (x), Φemp(y) is that it transforms even a non-Mercer
kernel k (corresponds to a similarity measure in our case) into being positive semi-definite. This
is easy to see, since any positive semi-definite kernel can be expressed as dot product, which
is obviously the case here. Although the strong theoretical background is being lost, it still
allows us to apply SVMs to any problem where only pairwise similarities are given. In how
far the original feature space, if existing, of an instance is empirically approximated however is
unkown. Therefore the term Similarity Map (Sim map) is used here, instead of Empirical Kernel
Map.
Potentially one could drop some of the features of Sim map e.g. via feature selection methods,
or add new ones, for example to combine several different similarity measures.
Other Kernels can be put on top of Simmap by use of the Kernel Trick.
In our case, sim is given by the Vorolign-score and x ∈ X corresponds to the representation
of a protein in Vorolign (see chapter 4.2). Of course, sim is not guaranteed to be a valid Mercer
kernel.

6.2 Vorolign Scores as Kernel Values
As just mentioned, the Vorolign score is supposedly not a valid Mercer kernel, but as to infer
from other related sequence or similarity measures (e.g. [42]), it is expected to come at least
quite close.
The valid kernel matrix’ attribute of positive semi-definitness is equivalent to having no
eigenvalues smaller than 0 and the “grade” of positive semi-definitness can even be expressed
as the number and magnitude of negative eigenvalues, as stated in (Haasdonk, [59]) and (Greene
et al., [5]). Since an SVM corresponds to optimizing a convex Quadratic Programming problem,
this grade can be roughly imagined as the number and shape of local optima. Sound theoretical
interpretations are however still missing.
The question now is whether we can directly interpret the similarity score of Vorolign
(Simvoro ) as a valid kernel. Lets first assume we don’t analyse or transform Sim voro at all and
directly use it as a kernel. If we are lucky, no local but one global optimum exists and we are
done, except for some feature space normalization. In case of indefiniteness however, it is up to
the actual Quadratic Programming solver on how to deal with the situation. Since SVM learners
expect convex problems, they could get stuck in local optima, throw an exception, abort, etc.
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. The here employed SMO algorithm is explicitely prepared for this situation and has routines
to avoid obvious local optima for as long as possible during training [49]. For a guaranteed
global optimum in the non-convex case however, other heuristic methods would have to be applied which are unfeasible here from a performance point of view. Non-convex opimizations
are generally NP-hard.
Due to very good empirical results, the topic of indefinite kernels has recently drawn a lot
of attention from SVM theoretists, resulting in various sophisticated methods to make them
definite (e.g. Luss and d’Aspremont, [60]): Notice that for evaluating an indefinite kernel, the
notation of the eigenvalue characteristics(number, magnitudes) of each dataset has become a
quasi standard).
Simpler methods are described in (Greene et al., [5]). Here, especially the issue of the
Diagnonal Dominance Problem (DDP) is addressed. DDP states that if the diagonal values of
a kernel matrix K are orders of magnitudes higher than the others, the instances are orthogonal
to each other, making an SVM to become more or less a rote-learner. This is due to the lack of
similar input patterns, making each orthogonal vector a class of its own in a geometrical sense,
so that every training example becomes a support vector and a target is simply assigned the
class of the nearest neighbor.
DDP is indeed present in the case of Simvoro . As proposed in (Greene et al., [5]), among
other methods, it can directly be solved by a Diagonal Shift, i.e. by adding a negative constant
to all diagonal entries. For a normalized kernel matrix, all diagonal entries are to be set from
1 to 0 whereby diagonal dominance is annihilated in the most extreme way possible. Although
enhancing classification performance, strange side-effects can occur which are documented in
the evaluation. Generally, adding a negative constant to the diagonals equals adding exactly this
negative constant to each eigenvalue:
Let A be a NxN square matrix
Let λi be an eigenvalue for A
Let vi be an eigenvector for eigenvalue λi
From the definition of the characteristic polynom: Av i = λi vi
Adding a constant c to the diagonals can be written as: A + cI
(A + cI)vi = Avi + cIvi = λi vi + cvi = (λi + c)vi q.e.d.
As a result, indefinite matrices are made even more indefinite (fig. 6.1), which however seemingly isn’t much of a problem in a DDP environment.
On the other hand, subtracting the most negative eigenvalue from all diagonal values renders each matrix positive, which was successfully carried out in e.g. (Rangwala and Karypis,
[42]). Besides the DDP being enforced again however, also no guarantee can be given that this
procedure really creates a valid Mercer kernel, since only the matrix induced by the training
examples is evaluated. Including the test instances would be “cheating” to quite some extent.
Because no final answer can be given to what method is suited best, we explore the use of
Simvoro as a kernel by eliminating diagonal dominance with the method of Diagonal Shift from
(Greene et al., [5]), by leaving the matrix unchanged and even by explicitly learning the right
diagonal transformation. The latter can easily be done by defining a set of constants to add to
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Figure 6.1: The effect of the Diagonal Shift on the distribution of eigenvalues in a training set.
The eigenvalues are numerated and nominated on the x-axis, their respective values shown on
the y-axis. Only a section of the whole diagram is shown. The grey line represents the original
distribution, the black line the one after the Diagonal Shift. Picture from [5]
the diagonal of a kernel matrix and selecting the best by cross-validation.
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Chapter 7
Evaluation
The evaluation of model-based Vorolign classifiers is mainly carried out on the data set also used
in the original publication of Vorolign [3]. First, models are built upon only few and relatively
large classes to determine their quality in terms of accuracy and computational feasibility. The
minimal class size is then steadily decreased until a natural boundary for model based learning
should be evident and the integration with the instance-based classifier has to come into play.
Besides this classical learning problem, the best resulting models are also evaluated on
typical testsets for Superfamily Detection and Fold Recognition to find the correct superclass
of a target protein in the absence of its respective base class. For this purpose we use the data
set SF95 [41].

7.1 Original Vorolign Dataset
7.1.1 Preprocessing
Dataset Construction
In (Birzele et al., [3]), the version 1.65 of SCOP was chosen to be the predefined structure of
classes among which the new domains of the next version, 1.67, had to be distributed. To lower
redundancy and increase difficulty, all domains from SCOP 1.65 having a sequence identity
of greater than 25% to any other domain of version 1.65 were removed, together with all new
domains in SCOP 1.67 that had a sequence identity of greater than 30% to and shared more
than 30 identical residues with any protein from SCOP 1.65. In the end, 979 new proteins from
version 1.67 and 4357 from version 1.65 remained.
The dataset was publicly available as a list of ASTRAL [61] domain-IDs in the supplementary materials of (Birzele et al., [3]), so that the corresponing SCOP class labels and actual PDB
atom coordinate files had to be downloaded manually. The sequence identity filtered version
of SCOP 1.65 was easily obtainable as the ASTRAL25 database (version 1.65), for the test domains however, one had no other choice but to download the full release of new SCOP entries
in 1.67 (10.000 domain files; available as ASTRAL 1.67) and to extract the 979 test domains
needed. The class labels were reconstructed with the SCOP Parseable Files. Unfortunately,
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ASTRAL uses a different naming system than SCOP for multi-chain domains, so that 31 labels
had to be explicitely looked up in ASTRAL.
Class Size Distribution
Next, an analysis of the class distribution was carried out. The SCOP hierarchy for the training
set was reconstructed and the number of leafs for each internal node counted. Figure 7.1 shows
the histogram of class sizes for the last three levels of SCOP.
The whole version 1.65 of SCOP comprises 54745 domains and 2327 families with an
average class size of 23.5 members. For our training set, the average size is 1.88. It appears that
the sequence identity based filtering retained almost all classes while drastically reducing class
size. Already at the highest of those levels, Folds, the dominant role of small classes is striking:
360 of 800 (45%) have only 1 member and 485 (61%) have at most 2. This effect even increases
in the lower levels, where 1532 of 2313 (66%) Families have 1 member and 1956 (85%) at most
2. This setting should generally be highly beneficial for instance based learning approaches.

Figure 7.1: A histogram of the distribution of class sizes. A protein (leaf) is assigned to a class
(internal node) if there is a path from this internal node to the leaf. Subsequently, a protein
can be assigned to only one class on each level, but has multiple classes considering all levels.
a) Shows the number of classes of a certain size for the Family-level, b) and c) the same for
the Superfamiliy- and Fold-level respectively. In b) and c), the x-axis has a log-scaling. Small
class sizes play a predominant role in all levels while some exceptionally big classes are always
retained. When considering the whole version of SCOP 1.65 (not shown here), the overall shape
of the distribution is conserved, but the y-Axis has a much smaller range, i.e. there are only 360
Families of size 1.

Test Set Distribution
When evaluating Machine Learning algorithms, one usually deals with a data set taken from
a unique source with a unique class distribution that is split into (various) hold-out or cross53

validation sets, with the assumption that this class distribution still holds for future classification
tasks. If a class contains for example 10% of all instances, this fraction would still be expected
for the class labels of so far unseen instances. With our test set however, we have luxuriously
turned away from assuming the future distibution to actually observing it, since the transition
from one SCOP version to the next solely follows the biological process of protein structure
discovery, at no point explicitely taking into account the old class sizes. This allows to assess
classifers in a very realistic setting and to analyze whether and how class distributions actually
change from one version to the next, e.g. due to the special update procedure of SCOP.
Let us assume that the class distribution induced by the training data (n instances) still holds
for a given set of m test examples. The chance that x of m test examples fall into a particular
class of size k can be binomially estimated via:
   x 

m
k
k m−x
size
P (X = x) =
1−
x
n
n
As the above probability for a certain class is independent of the probabilities of other
classes, the overall expected number y of classes that cover exactly x of the m test examples can
be estimated via:
E(X = x) =

|classes|

∑

xPisize (X = x)

i=1

where

Pisize

is the probability that the i-th class covers exactly x test instances.

Figure 7.2 shows a diagram of E(X) vs. the actually observed amounts of classes covering a
certain number of test instances. Here, only the classes of size 1 and test instances that fall into
these classes were considered. As a result, we deal with the mentioned 1532 single classes and
258 test instances. This leads to a good visualization and simplifies E(X):
  
x 
258−x 
258
1
1
∗ 1532
E(X = x) =
1−
x
1532
1532
Inferring from figure 7.2, there seems to be a preference for making “batch”-updates for
classes, i.e. from one version to the next, SCOP prefers to add a lot of proteins to one class
instead of only a few to many different classes. This could be due to the partly automatic
classification by SCOP which is also supported by the observation that some updates for small
classes consist of proteins sharing sequence-identities over 90%. But also the sequence identity
based filtering could have played a major role here again.
Generally, significant deviation from the expected class size distribution can still be observed for bigger classes. A χ 2 -test is always declined for α ≤ 0.05.
In Vorolign [3], there was no mention whether the class of each test protein was actually
present in the training set. Curiously, the Family of 2 test examples was unknown in version
1.65 and not among the ones that had be added manually (see earlier). Subsequently, both
instances were excluded from the test set.
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Figure 7.2: The distribution of test instances to classes with only 1 member in the training set. a)
The red line shows the actually observed, the blue line the expected class counts. For example,
there were 1434 classes that didn’t cover any test instance. Assuming equal class probabilities,
this number was expected to be 1294. b) displays the continuation of a) with different axisscaling. The black line additionally shows the negative log 1000 of the probability that a class
covering as many test instances actually appears. For example, the probability of at least one
class with 22 test instances is 2.9 ∗ 10 −39 .
Aligning All Proteins Against Each Other
For any classification scheme described in chapter 4 or 5, the Vorolign score of every protein
against all training proteins is needed. With 4357 training instances and 5334 in total and
self-alignment not excluded1, this amounts to 23.2 Mio. alignments. Fortunately the joint
LMU/TU Bioinformatics group provided a computing cluster, the BIM Compute Cluster (fig.
7.3), consisting of 96 2.6Ghz AMD Opteron CPUs and being accessible by any bioinformatics
student. Jobs could easily be submitted via the Sun GRID engine. While on a standard singlecore 2 Ghz processor three to four months of computing would have been necessary, GRID
finished the task in about 24 hours.
DSSP Failures
The assignment of secondary structures via the DSSP program sometimes fails due to erroreous
atom coordinate files of ASTRAL. When consulted, the author of Vorolign was aware of this,
stated however that it would not pose a problem because unassignable secondary structures
would be treated as Coil, but small performance losses could occur.
1 Self-alignment is

needed for the model based classification schemes
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Figure 7.3: The GRID computing cluster
When evaluating the misclassifications of 1-Nearest-Neighbor on the whole data set, no
correlation between DSSP failures and classification success could be found.
Correlation of Score and Sequence Length
The score of a structure alignment should generally strictly reflect protein similarity without
being linked to sequence lengths. If, for example, a short protein is aligned with a highly
similar one, the resulting score should have the same order of magnitude than for the alignment
of two highly similar long proteins. In this context, Vorolign scores face the risk of being lengthcorrelated due to the heavy use of alignments, whose scores are known to grow with increasing
lengths.
3D scatterplots of all alignments with the lengths on the x-y- and the score on the z-axis
showed no patterns in the score distributions, just as in the case of regression trees, where either
a vast amount of rules or highly deleterious pruning was output after building the model. If one
assumes however that there is a link between score and length, it should also manifest in the
average score of a protein against all other proteins. This approach allows to easily calculate
and visualize the actual correlation and was used in figure 7.4. As a result, a small positive
correlation (0.22) was found for the unmodified Vorolign score and a slightly bigger one (-0.3)
for the supposedly length-normalized score. As the latter seemingly over-corrects, we used the
original score throughout all future evaluations. Probably the introduction of an E-value would
solve the issue, what however is not part of this thesis.
Assymmetric Vorolign Scores
Surprisingly, the alignment score of Vorolign slightly depends on the order of the two proteins,
i.e. if Vorolign is given p1 as the first protein and p2 as the second, the resulting alignment has
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Figure 7.4: a) The score vs. length plot for the unnormalized score. The points represent a
subset of all proteins. For each available protein length, exactly one representative protein was
picked randomly. The correlation for the subset was found to be the same as for the whole set.
When calculating the average score of each protein, very low alignment values (< 0.1) were
omitted. Additionally, a simple Least Squares regression line is shown (red). b) shows the same
for the normalized score.
another score then when aligning p2 as the first and p1 as the second protein. As it turned out,
this is due to the assymmetry of the low-level SM_Threader matrix. Even the author of Vorolign
was unaware of this issue at the time he provided us with an implementation of the algorithm.
In the original paper of SM_Threader, the assymmetry was explicitely taken into account with
the argument that a sequence could have diverged from another. As to how the validity of the
matrix is affected when phylogenetic relationships are neglected is not documented.
After empirically studying the effects of taking the minimal, arithmetic average and maximal value of the two numbers (sim voro (p1, p2), simvoro (p2, p1)) as the final score, only insignificant differences were observed, but the maximal value usually performed best in small
1-Nearest-Neighbor tests and was therefore used in all upcoming experiments.

7.1.2 Minimal Class Size 10
To build accurate models, the underlying classes need to have a certain minimal number of
members. In a first attempt, all classes with less than 10 instances were excluded, leaving 586
training and 167 test proteins distributed among 41 classes. The Weka workbench [53] was
used throughout all experiments.
To get an overview of the performance of all candidate models, each was evaluated on
Simmap and, for kernel methods, also on Sim voro . Simmap is always positive semi-definite,
Simvoro has an expected tendency to being a valid Mercer kernel, but is not explicitely designed to have this property. Furthermore, in combination with the Diagonal Shift, a highly
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non-positive kernel is created, rendering 576 of the 753 eigenvalues negative in the class size
10 data set
Additionally, a comparison between normalization in the feature space and normalization
of instance vectors was carried out for Simmap. The first refers to scaling all attributes between
0 and 1, the latter to the normalization introduced earlier. Sim voro was normalized in the feature
space as decribed in chapter 5.2.2 especially because the respective kernel values are scaled out
of bounds for the Weka implementation of SMO. The unmodified kernel matrix reduced to the
training instances was found to be positive semi-definite just as the complete matrix, leading to a
traditionally positive semi-definite kernel. The check for positive semi-definitness was done by
calculating the eigenvalues of the matrix via custom algorithms from Handbook for Automatic
Computation, Vol. II [62], implemented in the publicly available Jama Package.
As mentioned before, the lengths w of the normal vectors of the hyperplanes found by
the binary base classifiers could reflect the general suitability of Relative1vsRest and ClassificationViaRegression. They were calulated via Simmap (where input space = feature space) and
found to be between 3 and 4 in 80% of the hyperplanes with a maximal range from 2 to 5.
Thus, the shape of the learned classes could also intuitively be capable of approximating the
target function.
RBF Network was only evaluated for the feature normalized similarity map since vector
normalization has no known theoretical meaning in this case.
Where possible, multi-class classifers were trained with and without model selection and
Platt Scaling, to get a general impression of their influence in this setting. Parameters for 1vsRest schemes were globally selected, i.e. C was always fixed for all binary classifiers and chosen
via cross-validation on the whole training set. As it turned out this achieves by far better results
than selecting individual parameters for each binary classifier which is probably due to the extreme imbalance of the class sizes (e.g. class size 10 vs. class size 581) and general low number
of examples in the respective 1-class.
Different non-linear kernels (polynomial and RBF) yielded no better performance than in
the linear case. In case of RBF, the gamma and C parameters were selected via the grid search
algorithm as implemented in Weka.
Linear and Logistic Regression methods have also been tried but achieved no competetive
accuracies or were computationally unfeasible already at this comparably small multi-class
setting.
Additionally, the 1-Nearest-Neighbor classifier from Vorolign was implemented as a Weka
classifier and used as a reference on same dataset. It had an accuracy of 95.2% for the asymmetric and 95.8% for the maximal symmetric score. Results for the models are given in table
7.1.
Discussion
Generally only very few statements in terms of significant differences among the models can be
made, since most values lie closely together. Most tendencies observed here have however also
manifested in other experiments.
RBF Network performed 3% weaker than the instance based classifier, indicating it will
probably not be able to compete with other models.
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Table 7.1: Accuracies for the Min. Fam. Size 10 dataset. Simmap 1 denotes Simmap with feature
normalization, Simmap 2 the same with normalized instance vectors. Sim voro 1 refers to the plain
Vorolign similarity with normalization and Sim voro 2 to the same with an additional Diagonal
Shift.
C-opt refers to the C parameter optimization for SVMs, P. Scal. to Platt Scaling and ε -opt to
the optimization of the allowed error for SVR.

RBF Network
Pairwise Coupling
P. Coup.: C-opt. & P. Scal.
1vsRest: P. Scal.
1vsRest: C-opt. & P. Scal.
Relative1vsRest
Relative1vsRest: & C-opt
ClassViaReg.
ClassViaReg.: C- & ε -opt
HClass
HENDs
ECNDs
ENDs

Simmap 1 Simmap 2 Simvoro 1 Simvoro 2
92.8%
94.0%
89.8%
96.4%
92.2%
94.0%
95.8%
95.2%
96.4%
93.4%
95.8%
95.2%
96.4%
94.0%
96.4%
95.8%
96.4%
97.0%
94.0%
96.4%
96.4%
97.0%
97.6%
97.6%
95.2%
97.0%
96.4%
97.6%
83.8%
97.0%
96.4%
97.6%
95.2%
89.2%
97.0%
95.8%
92.8%
89.2%
97.0%
96.4%
97.6%
89.8%
97.0%
96.4%
96.4%
94.6%
97.6%
96.4%
97.6%

Pairwise Coupling showed good and steady performance and can benefit from model selection at least when instance vector normalization is employed.
1 vs. Rest only works with Platt Scaling and, unless combined with indefinite kernels, its
accuracy seems to be on the same level with Pairwise Coupling. Relative1vsRest takes the place
as the best classifier, already performing very stable without model selection. It seems that Platt
Scaling is indeed harmful in this setting at least for 1vsRest schemes. Generally Relative1vsRest
was also by far the best learner in terms of accuracy to speed ratio.
A real surprise is the performance of ClassificationViaRegression. Except again for indefinite kernels, it was always found close or equal to the best classifier and showed the best
performance without any model selection (97.6%). It appears that the regression hyperplanes
lead to class separations that are very similar to maximal margin hyperplanes.
The set of hierarchical classifers were always used in combination with model selection and
showed a similar accuracy pattern as observed in (Kramer, Buchwald et al., [43]), i.e. HClass
has the worst performance of the 4, followed by HENDs and ECNDs with ENDs being best.
Unfortunately, the user given SCOP hierarchy seems to have no enhancing effects. ENDs seems
to be best suited for the indefinite kernels as they even appear to have beneficial effects, just as
it is the case for the closely related ECNDs. Generally a strange side effect can be observed
here however: While the introduction of the Diagonal Shift improves ENDs’ classification performance on the test set, the error on the training set increases, so that unseen instances are
classified more accurately than the instances used during training that are then again classified
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with ENDs. This behaviour is not accidental, as when the Diagonal Shift is not as drastical (for
example when the diagonal is set to 0.5 instead of 0), there is a continuous shift from better accuracy on testset to better accuracy on training set. Intuitively, the ”harder” the Diagonal Shift,
the more already seen instances are penalized, leading to the exact opposite of rote learning.
Theoretical explanations and solutions for this problem remain to be found. Generally a “soft”
Diagonal Shift of about 0.5 seems to balance both errors.
As to what kernel is best, no final answer can be given. For Simmap , instance vector normalization seems to be a better choice than feature normalization and leads to the most stable
variant of the four. Simvoro as the kernel for ClassificationViaRegression has good potential in
terms of dealing with vast amounts of classes and instances due to its low requirement of computational resources. ENDs seem to have very little trouble with indefinite kernels at least on
the test set, so that the Diagonal Dominance-free variant might as well remain competetive.
In a Stacking approach, it was investigated whether instance and model based learners can be
combined to achieve better performance together. ENDs and 1-Nearest-Neighbor were used as
base classifiers and achieved 95.8% accuracy. The training phase took over 2 hours, compared
to the few seconds or minutes of other multi-class schemes.
The value of 97.6% accuracy seemed to be a natural upper boundary for all classifiers, so
that a closer look was taken at the actual falsely assigned protein structures. The four misclassifications are all members of the same class b.1.1.1 and two of them are obviously domain
stubs, meaning they only consist of 22 amino acids whose corrdinates are partly seperated so
that other amino acids must lie in between in the real protein. All scores to other proteins of the
dataset were around zero, rendering them impossible to classify.
The case for the other two misclassifications, d1rhfa1 and d1rhfb1, is different: They share
100% sequence identity to each other (91 amino acids) and were assigned to family b.1.1.4 in
both the models and the 1 Nearest Neighbor, hinting at a situation where Vorolign was unable
to discrimiate the two classes. Figure 7.5 shows the scores of one of the misclassification to the
members of the own class b.1.1.1 and to the falsely assigned class b.1.1.4. These scores point
more in the direction of b.1.1.4 than to b.1.1.1, explaining for the most part the difficulty of the
correct classification. Additionally a structural comparison of the nearest neighbors of d1rhfa1
in b.1.1.1 and b.1.1.4 is given, confirming the initial assumption of a coinflip case. From a
structral point of view, the two proteins could also belong to b.1.1.4.
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Figure 7.5: a) The Vorolign scores of the domain d1rhfa1 (green) aligned against the training
instances of its own class (left) and against the training instances of the class it was falsely
assigned to (right). c) Shows the structure of the target d1rhfa1, b) its nearest neighbor in
Family b.1.1.1, d1fhka_ (blue) , and d) the nearest neighbor in Family b.1.1.4, d1iray3 (brown).
There is no clear distinctive feature that would make the target belong to strictly one of the two
candidate classes. For example d1fhka_ shares a similar leftmost beta-sheet whereas d1iray3
has a centering beta-sheet that is interrupted by a coil just as it is the case for the target (but not
for d1fhka_).
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7.1.3 Minimal Class Size 5
To increase the models’ class coverage, further refine their assessment and find a boundary for
the minimal class size, we created a dataset where only classes with more than 5 members are
allowed, instead of the former 10. This led to 1278 training and 385 test instances belonging to
153 distinct Families. The kernel matrix induced by Sim voro and the training examples was positive definite, but when extended with the test instances, it was made indefinite with 1 negative
eigenvalue.
For the evaluation, all multi-class classifiers except for RBF Network were used, each in
combination with model selection. ClassificationViaRegression was extended by the Gid Search
approach described earlier, i.e. instead of optimizing the parameters for every single binary
SVR, they were chosen once for the whole set of classifiers. Simmap was only normalized by
instance vectors, not features. Results are given in table 7.2.
The 1-Nearest-Neighbor approach seemed to have made a big step closer to the accuracy on
the whole dataset (87.5%) as it was found to have dropped by 9.0% to 86.8%
Table 7.2: Results for the Min. Fam. Size 5 dataset.

P. Coup.: C-opt. & P. Scal.
1vsRest: C-opt. & P. Scal.
Relative1vsRest: C-opt.
ClassViaReg.: C-opt & ε -opt
HClass
HENDs
ECNDs
ENDs

Simmap 2 Simvoro 1
93.2%
89.9%
92.5%
94.3%
94.0%
97.7%
95.0%
97.7%
92.7%
92.7%
94.3%
94.8%
94.5%
94.5%
93.8%
94.8%

Simvoro 2
85.0%
94.3%
93.2%
96.4%
90.9%
94.0%
87.6%
96.1%

Discussion
Pairwise Coupling turned out to be only competetive with the similarity map, but even then
lacked behind the best model.
1 vs. Rest had the best accuracy in combination with the unmodified Sim voro , could however
also not hold up with other classifers.
Once again a surprise was ClassificationViaRegression, achieving the best performance in
all 3 settings and, together with Sim voro , being over 10% better than the 1-Nearest-Neighbor
classifier. Even Relative1vsRest was considerably overtaken in two kernel settings, got on par
however with the use of Simvoro .
Though HClass coult not compete with the other hierarchical models, HENDs and ECNDs
were about on the same level with the best classifiers at least for the similarity map and ENDs
finally took the overall third place being insignificantly worse than ClassificationViaRegression
in the indefinite case and “the best of the rest” in combination with Sim map .
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The general reason for the significant performance decrease of some classifiers is supposedly again best explained by the failure of model selection and Platt Scaling. This especially
manifests in the classifcal 1 vs. Rest where now even only subtle changes in the parameters (e.g.
+/− one fold in Platt Scaling) have considerable effects on the overall performance. Although
not all models seem affected to the same extent, the prior independence of ClassificationViaRegression and Relative1vsRest from model selection could have turned out to be an advantage.
ENDs are of all models relying on Platt Scaling the most robust against bad probability estimates.
T -Optimization
To further widen the gap to instance based learning, SMO was extended by another parameter
T , that indicates the exact shift of the diagonals of the kernel matrix. If so far either 0 (no tranformation) or -1 (Diagonal Shift) was added to each diagonal, the exact value is now learned by
cross-validation in a range from -0.5 (slight Diagonal Shift) to 0.5 (slight increase of positivity)
at a step size of 0.1. To maintain feasibility, the final model selection was carried out using
GridSearch with a fixed C taken from the previous model selection and variable parameters
T and ε for ClassificationViaRegression. The accuracy was ultimately increased to 97.9% for
both Relative1vsRest and ClassificationViaRegression. A shift by T = −0.4 was found to be
optimal. Overall, 1-Nearest-Neighbor was outperformed by 43 instances.
Cross-Validation
A different picture can be drawn when performing a 10-fold stratified cross-validation on the
training set instead of estimating the accuracy with the testset above. Here, the 1-NearestNeighbor can still hold its former level with 94.5% correct classifications and ENDs in combination with the Diagonal Shift turn out to be on top of all other models with 95.2%. Relative1vsRest reached 95.6% with and 95.0% without T -selection. ENDs could most likely also
benefit from an optimal T , due to an expected learning time of over 100 hours this was not carried out however. Note that strictly speaking the practical minimal class size is 4 in this setting,
in order to use the same training set as in the evaluaton above it was not altered to minimal class
size 6 though.

7.1.4 Model vs. Instance-based Learning: Performance Overview
The overall performance shifts when considering different class sizes and test methods are most
likely linked to the different class distribution of the testset of SCOP 1.67. To get a clearer
picture, a comparative plot (fig. 7.6) of 1-Nearest-Neighbor against model based learning was
created, featuring the results on all training sets derived from various minimal class sizes and
the accuracies of both the testset from SCOP 1.67 and the stratified cross-validation.
Discussion
Although the difference between model and instance-based learning seems only marginal in
context of the stratified cross-validation, it can be considered significant since the number of
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Figure 7.6: Class sizes ranged from 1 to 10. The red line indicates the performance of 1-NearestNeighbor on the SCOP 1.67 testset, the blue line its performance in a 10-fold stratified crossvalidation. The model was always set to Relative1vsRest with Sim voro and fixed parameters.
The black line gives the accuracy on the SCOP 1.67 testset, the green line the same in a 10-fold
stratified cross validation.
The accuracy of a cross-validation at point x on the x-Axis denotes the result of a classifier
based on the training set derived from minimal class size x+1, since any class under evaluation
in each fold of the cross-validation is at least reduced by 1 member.
test instances is very high, ranging from 578 (class size 10) to 2825 (class size 1). Whereas
the model’s steady decrease in accuracy is more or less expected due to its increasing inability
to accurately model vast amounts of classes without any fitting to the target function via e.g.
Platt Scaling, the 1-Nearest-Neighbor’s is not. The similarity of both curves suggests that there
is a unique deleterious pattern that affects both methods more or less equally. This could for
example be the accelerating introduction of classes whose members, in a geometrical sense,
undermine larger classes with declining class size. The sharp performance loss of the model at
class size 1 finally makes instance-based learning the overall better choice at least in context of
the cross-valdidation. The difference is however not as drastic that possible enhancements of
the model, like model selection on a hold-out set as a first step, could not change this status. In
fact, already a T selection prior to each fold renders both methods to be exactly on par at 87.5%
.
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The most striking part of the plot is arguably the strong fluctuation of the accuracy of the
1-Nearest-Neighbor on the SCOP 1.67 testset. It can only be explained by the different class
distributions and, because the corresponding cross-validation has a very continuous accuracy,
is a strong indicator that the cross-validated results do not necessarily reflect the classifiers’
performances on real-world data. This is additionally confirmed by the fact that the evaluation
of the model on the test set almost always shows better accuracies for the SCOP 1.67 testset
than for the corresponding cross-validation.
When comparing model and instance-based learning on the SCOP 1.67 testset, the model
seems to be the overall better choice. Even the downfall at the smallest class size is not nearly
as drastic as expected, making the model to be significantly better on real-world data than
instance-based learning without any separation of Hit and Rest. The exact value at class size
1 is 89.3% for the model and 87.5 % for instance-based learning. Relative1vsRest is further
accompanied by ClassificationViaRegression which had the same accuracy at class size 1. In
fact, they are the only classifier to be actually applicable in this case, not only because of
their relative independence of model selection, but also because of the plain time and memory
requirements of the other models. The parameter C and ε (for ClassificationViaRegression)
used were copied from the prior model selection at class size 5 and the diagonals of the kernel
matrix left at 1.
Up to now no T and C optimization specifically for class sizes 1 was employed in the
context of ClassificationViaRegression and Relative1vsRest on the real-word data. This can be
done however by a stratified cross-validation using the dataset where classes have a minimal
size of 2 and under the assumption that the minimal class size affects the overall character of
the class structure. This is indeed the case here. Surprisingly, the values are the same as for all
other datasets so far (C = 10000 and T = −0.4) and hold for both ClassificationViaRegression
and Relative1vsRest. If plugged into Relative1vsRest the accuracy is drastically increased to
91.2% on the on the whole SCOP 1.67 test set.
For ClassificationViaRegression the overall performance is however signifcantly decreased.
Since these values were found beneficial in all other class sizes, this could be due to a failure
of regression hyperplanes to accurately model vast amounts of classes in the new feature space
induced by the Diagonal Shift. Relative1vsRest is theoretically more independent of the number
of classes, as a maximal margin binary base classifier only requires linear separability of the
examples and not high dimensionality or a particular shape of the examples of the Rest-class
(see chapter 5.2.3).
As discussed earlier, severe doubt can be expressed whether the decomposition of the feature
space of Simvoro into classes by Relative1vsRest (and ClassificationViaRegression) can actually
approximate the true target function. These results however indicate that this is indeed the
case. The learning of C and T on the training set with minimal class size 2 via stratified crossvalidation further appears to change the characteristic of the decomposition to fit the true model
even better.
This might be an interesting point of entry to develop models with more profound theoretical
background. For example there is a chance of learning a unique transformation of y = wx + b
that not only applies to one, but all binary classifiers, since the feature space is always the
same and class definitions by SCOP as the problem domain should generally be related. As
an input variable, one could additonally use the lengths w of the normal vectors that can be
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explicitely calculated via Simmap . Various ideas of obtaining probabilties from an SVM beside
Platt Scaling are also mentioned in e.g. its original publication [51].
In terms of the SCOP 1.67 testset, the largest gap between instance and model-based learning can be found at class size 7, which would obviously be a good entry point for the overall
seperation of instance and model based learning. Since this class size can not be learned from
the training data and is most likely very testset-dependent, its use as a threshold would have
to be considered cheating however. From class size 7 on, the instance-based classifer seems
to steadily recover from the huge (probably distribution-caused) performance loss to its overall
accuracy at 87.5%, whereas the continuous downfall of the model is better explained by the
mentioned increasing inability to handle the smallest classes which in addition undermine the
larger classes.
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7.2 Hit-Rest separation
Although Vorolign’s overall performance has already been improved, we further try to embed
the model into instance based learning since the theoretical background of models based on
classes of size 1 is very thin.
The threshold of at least 5 members per class still appears to be well suited for model-based
classifiers and covers more than a third of the instances of the whole dataset so that the data
from the previous chapter could also be used here.
All following techniques are described in detail in chapter 3. In case of a perfect separation of Hit and Rest, the model would as mentioned be 43 instances better than 1-NearestNeighbor, raising Vorolign’s overall accuracy on the whole SCOP 1.67 testset from 87.5% to
91.9%. 87.5% corresponds to 122 misclassifications.

7.2.1 Model Output Correction
7.2.1.1 Threshold Guessing
The probability outputs of the two best and most divers classifiers so far, namely ENDs and
Relative1vsRest, were taken into account and the difference between the most likely and second most likely class was calculated for each of the 979 test instances of SCOP 1.67. If the
difference was greater than or equal to 30% and the instance’ original class was the one predicted, the target was considered a true positive (TP). In case the original class was not modeled
or the instance classified incorrectly, it was considered a false positive (FP). If the difference
was less than 30% and the target’s class different from the one predicted, it was named a true
negative (TN) or a false negative (FN) in case the class was covered by the model and predicted
correctly. The class Hit contains all positive, Rest all negative proteins.
All FPs are automatically lost, i.e. their class is not correct and also cannot be corrected any
more since its true class is unknown to the model. FNs however could possibly be rescued in
case the members of the larger training classes are also included in the instance-based learner.
This has to be decided upon the actual accuracy of the Hit-Rest separation. Let us assume
that the exclusion of larger classes is highly beneficial for 1-Nearest-Neighbor and leads to an
average accuracy of 95% compared to approximately 87% if they are included. The overall
TN
accuracy x on all negative examples can then be estimated via x = 0.95 ∗ T N+FN
. In order
TN
to outperform the inclusion of larger classes, where x = 0.87 as just stated, T N+FN has to be
greater than 0.92%.
Considering the highly optimistic estimation of 95% accuracy in case large classes are excluded and the different class distributions of the training and test set, we decided to set the
TN
threshold for the exclusion of larger classes to T N+FN
> 0.95.
This actually does not play a role yet however as Threshold Guessing does not rely on any
form of learning, so that larger classes were always included to guarantee a certain minimal
accuracy of 1-Nearest-Neighbor.
Finally, all TPs are automatically classified correctly, since their individual class was already
successfully predicted by the model and is not evaluated any further.
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The result of the Hit-Rest seperation via Threshold Guessing is given in table 7.3 as a confusion matrix. It appeared that actual misclassification counts are more graphical here than e.g.
Recall-Precision tables since the number of test instances was always the same and particular
ratios do not necessarily reflect the quality of a method. It can only be assessed by the actual
lead over instance-based learning. Furthermore, the calculation of the difference to instancebased learning differs for certain methods, e.g. for Global Hit-Rest separation and Model Output
Correction.
Table 7.3: Threshold Guessing Confusion Matrices
ENDs
Predicted
Hit Rest
Hit 352 12
Real
Rest 105 510

ClassViaReg
Predicted
Hit
Rest
0
377
0
602

Discussion
Relative1vsRest has obviously too subtle differences between the probabilities of the most likely
and second most likely class, so that all instances are considered members of Rest. The quality
of the ENDs’ separation is strongly biased towards a good FN to TN ratio, so that a high FP
rate is introduced.
There are 107 FPs and the subsequent classification of all Rest examples via instance-based
learning using all training examples results in 52 misclassifications. Thus, the overall accuracy
on the testset does not exceed 85% and it would have been better to abstain from model-based
learning all along.
7.2.1.2 Threshold Learning
Next, we trained the two chosen models on the minimal class size 5 training set (see previous chapter) and classified all instances from classes of size less than 5 of the whole SCOP
1.65 training set. The resulting probabilities were used as the negative training examples
(pi1 , . . . , pin , Rest) ∈ P. Each model was of course given its own set P.
Subsequently a 10-fold stratified cross-validation on the same training set was carried out
and the instances’ probabilities considered to be the positive training examples (p i1 , . . . , pin , Hit) ∈
P, as long as they were additionally assigned to the correct Family. Otherwise they were assiged
to Rest.
Every p ∈ P was then transformed to a tuple (diff , (Hit|Rest)), where diff is the absolute
difference between the highest and second highest value of the respective vector.
Since global Threshold Learning (see chapter 3.1.2) was found to be clearly outperformed
by the closely related Class-sensitive Threshold Learning, only results for the latter method are
given. For each class c in the minimal class size 5 training set an individual threshold for diff is
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learned using the instances (diff , Hit) ∈ P that originally belonged to c as the positive and the
(diff , Rest) ∈ P that were falsely assigned to c as the negative examples. The threshold is chosen
so that it minimizes the FP rate. If this criterium leads to multiple thresholds with identical FP
ratios, the lowest threshold is chosen.
In another variant, instead of diff, simply the probability of the class c is used. The positive
instances are defined analogously as the examples whose maximal probability points to c. All
training examples not belonging to c are considered to be the negative examples and only their
probability to belong to class c is used when learning the thresholds.
Again, an individual threshold for each class c is calculated that minimizes the false positive
rate and is as low as possible.
The methods were once more evaluated for both ENDs and Relative1vsRest and the confusion matrices displayed in figures 7.4 and 7.5. diff -Threshold Learning refers to the method
where the threshold is derived from diff, c-Probability Threshold Learning to the one the where
the probability of the respective class c is used.
(a) Confusion Matrices for the Trainingsets

Real

Hit
Rest
Acc.

ENDs
Predicted
Hit Rest
945 274
793 2345
0.54 0.90

(b) Confusion Matrices for the Testsets

Rel.1vsRest
Predicted
Hit Rest
1101 119
521 2616
0.68 0.96

Hit
Rest
Acc.

ENDs
Predicted
Hit Rest
241 123
82
533
0.76 0.81

Rel.1vsRest
Predicted
Hit Rest
325
52
115 487
0.74 0.90

Table 7.4: diff -Threshold Learning Confusion Matrices
(a) Confusion Matrices for the Trainingsets

Real

Hit
Rest
Acc.

ENDs
Predicted
Hit Rest
930 289
193 2945
0.83 0.91

(b) Confusion Matrices for the Testsets

Rel.1vsRest
Predicted
Hit Rest
968 252
12 3125
0.99 0.93

Hit
Rest
Acc.

ENDs
Predicted
Hit Rest
215 149
21
594
0.91 0.80

Rel.1vsRest
Predicted
Hit Rest
216 161
5
597
0.98 0.79

Table 7.5: c-Probability Threshold Learning Confusion Matrices

Discussion
TP
TN
The ratios FP+T
P and FN+T N (given in the Acc.-row in the tables) greatly differ in both ENDs
and Relative1vsRest Hit-Rest separation. Diff is oftentimes not able to accurately distinguish
between TPs and negative examples on the training data, although low FP rate is the strongest
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criterium. This indicates that many of the negative examples have a diff larger than those
actually belonging to the respective class. The vast majority of negative instances however can
be well separated from the positives as the FN to TN ratio is very good.
For assessing the overall performance difference of model- and instance based learning, the
first question is to whether also larger classes should be included in the training set of 1-NearestTN
Neighbor. As discussed earlier this seems reasonable if FN+T
N is greater than 0.95.
TP
On the test data, FP+T P has turned out be much better than in the training data, so that
there is still a chance that the model could overall outperform instance-based learning. Since
TN
FN+T N = 0.90, all training instances are going to be used for 1-Nearest-Neighbor and the negatives will have the same classification as if no model at all was employed. Thus, the model can
only “win” if 1-Nearest-Neighbor has more misclassifications among the positives than there
are FPs, i.e. 1-Nearest-Neighbor would have to falsely classifiy at least 82 of the 241 +82 = 323
positives. Unfortunately this is not the case, 1-Nearest-Neighbor makes 22 mistakes.
Relative1vsRest has already 115 FPs, so that 1-Nearest-Neighbor would only be allowed be
wrong in at most 7 of all 539 negative examples which is practically impossible, even if large
classes are excluded.
c-Probability Threshold Learning is superior to diff -Threshold Learning concerning FP rates
and about on the same level for FNs, what is also reflected in the training set. In order for the
model to achieve the overall better accuracy, 1-Nearest-Neighbor needs to have at least 21
misclassifications among the positive examples predicted by ENDs and 5 among the positives
predicted by Relative1vsRest.
As it turns out, those values are 22 and 7 respectively, making ENDs to be 1 instance or
0.1% and Relative1vsRest to be 2 instances or 0.2% better than instance-based learning.
TP
A possible reason why the lead is not greater lies in the still low sensitivity (= FN+T
P ) that
makes the set of predicted Hits exmaples very small. To increase it, one has to abandon the
criterium of always taking the lowest FP rate and introduce a user-given value that functions
as the asipred FP rate. In our case, it should for example be significantly higher than 0.87, e.g.
0.95. Because of the few positive examples per class, the resulting FP rate on the training set
can significantly deviate from the aspired one. Via repeatedly in- or decreasing the user given
aspired FP rate, the practical FP rate on the training data can be approximated very precisely
however. Eventually, sensitivity is increased, but it only scales linear with the FP rate so that
1-Nearest-Neighbor is always on par and the previous advance of 2 instances never exceeded.
7.2.1.3 Probabilities-based Output Correction with Models
Instead of learning thresholds, we consider the vectors of class probabilities to be instances
themselves and learn models using the same setting as before, i.e. for each class c an individual
classifier is learned. The models employed are C4.5 decision trees and Logistic Regression.
Results are given for the probability vectors of Relative1vsRest in table 7.6. Also the ENDs’
propabilities have been evaluated, were however again found to be inferior. Relative1vsRest
seems to have slightly more potential which is most likely due to overall better classification
performance on the minimal class size 5 data set.
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(a) Confusion Matrices for the Trainingsets

Logistic
Predicted
Hit Rest
Hit 1220
0
Real
Rest
1
3126
Acc. 1.0
1.0

(b) Confusion Matrices for the Testsets

C4.5
Predicted
Hit Rest
912 308
55 3082
0.94 0.91

Logistic
Predicted
Hit Rest
Hit 277 100
Rest 27
575
Acc. 0.91 0.85

C4.5
Predicted
Hit Rest
225 152
17
585
0.93 0.79

Table 7.6: Relative1vsRest Confusion Matrices
Discussion
Generally, the error on the training data is no longer a good indicator for the performance on
the test data as rote learning is now easily possible. Before, the inductive bias for Threshold
Learning was comparably high. To be sure that a certain minimal accuracy is achieved on
the predicted Rest instances, the training set for 1-Nearest-Neighbor also comprises the larger
classes. Logistic Regression has (almost) no error on the training data, can not hold this level
on the test data, however. 1-Nearest-Neighbor makes only 20 false classifications on the predicted Hits and is subsequently 7 instances better. C4.5 has more error on the training data but
comparable performance on the test set. Nevertheless, also in this case 1-Nearest-Neighbor is 5
instances better.
As a summary one can say that among methods that exclusively rely on class probabilites,
Threshold Learning is the overall best to separate Hit and Rest.
7.2.1.4 Model-based Class-sensitive Output Correction
Instead of probability vectors, one could also simply use the original examples, e.g. Sim map,
and learn for each large class c a new binary classifer that separates its instances from all others,
including small classes. For this task, it is reasonable to take the models that have proven to
be best in combination with the respective instance representation. Thus, SMO in combination
with Simmap and Simvoro was employed. Simmap was not modified and represented a valid
Mercer kernel, Simvoro was extended by the known selection of an optimal T via global grid
search. Results are shown in figure 7.7.
Discussion
Simmap perfectly separates all training instances and takes the position as the most accurate HitRest separator so far on the test set. This is also reflected in the advance to 1-Nearest-Neighbor,
which extends to 8 instances. The latter made 10 mistakes among all predicted Hits. The first
striking result in the context of Sim voro is the selection of the optimal T and C which for the
first time are not equal to C = 1000 and T = −0.4, but 100 and -0.9 respectively, i.e. a strong
Diagonal Shift is found best, indicating that the problem domain has significantly changed.
Consequently also the slight advantage of Sim voro over Simmap seems to have switched in favor
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(a) Confusion Matrices for the Trainingsets

Simmap
Predicted
Hit Rest
Hit 1278
0
Real
Rest
0
3079
Acc. 1.0
1.0

(b) Confusion Matrices for the Testsets

Simvoro
Predicted
Hit Rest
926 352
0 3079
1.0 0.89

Hit
Rest
Acc.

Simmap
Predicted
Hit Rest
291
73
2
613
0.99 0.89

Simvoro
Predicted
Hit Rest
290
74
2
613
0.99 0.89

Table 7.7: General Model-based Hit-Rest Separation Confusion Matrices
of Simmap as it is even an instance better on both the test set and in terms of the lead to 1Nearest-Neighbor, witch amounts to 7 examples for Sim voro .
7.2.1.5 New Alignment Methods
We further tried to improve general model based Hit-Rest separation by the incorporation of
other alignment methods than Vorolign, namely TMAlign [38] and a basic PAM250 sequence
alignment. For a structural alignment algorithm, Vorolign relies strongly on sequence alignment, so that TMAlign is supposed to further increase the structural and the PAM250 alignment the sequential sensitivity. For each method, again all pairwise similarity scores were
calculated on the Bioinformatics Compute Cluster and the ones corresponding to the training
examples added to the existing Sim map, where each instance is now represented as a vector
of 3 ∗ 4357 = 13071 features. It is already clear at this point that, if at all possible, extreme
resources will be required to combine all binary Hit-Rest separators in one classifiers. In practice, at least for the implementation in Weka, this task can in fact no longer be carried out in
one model, but each separator for a class has to be learned and evaluated on its own in order to
save memory. Even then, the only models applicable are SMO and C4.5.
The scores of the different alignment methods greatly differ in their characteristics: Vorolign
scores are generally very sparse, i.e. are above 0 only for a very limited number of attributes
per instance. In case similar proteins are found however they can range up to a score of several
thousand. TMAlign values on the other hand are per definiton always scaled between 1 and
0 and practically never fall below 0.1. Semi-global PAM250 alignment scores are highly nonsparse as well and experience a scaling between about 10 and 100. Thus, attribute normalization
(i.e. scaling all values of an attribute to range from 0 to 1) has to be applied for SMO so that
PAM250 has only a limited influence on the result of a dot product and the importance of
TMAlign is increased. In how far each method really is made equally influential in this way is
unknown however.
Before further optimizing the instances and methods, we evaluated if the integration of
other alignment scores is at all beneficial. For each protein, 3 different representations were
created: First, only Vorolign scores to all training examples were used as attributes, which were
then extended by the scores of the other alignment methods, resulting in the mentioned 13.071
attributes, and finally a feature selection was carried out to retain only the best 5000 attributes
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with respect to their Gain Ratio. Every attribute in each representation was then normalized and
submitted to SMO and C4.5 without any further modification. For SMO, a linear polynomial
kernel was used.
Results for the SCOP 1.67 test set are shown in table 7.8.
(a) Confusion Matrices for C4.5

Vorolign
Predicted
Hit Rest
Hit 240 135
Real
Rest 39
565
Acc. 0.86 0.81

Combinationall
Predicted
Hit
Rest
231
144
47
557
0.83
0.79

Combinationsubset
Predicted
Hit
Rest
195
180
28
576
0.87
0.76

(b) Confusion Matrices for SMO

Real

Hit
Rest
Acc.

Vorolign
Predicted
Hit Rest
228 146
14
590
0.94 0.80

Combinationall
Predicted
Hit
Rest
177
198
14
590
0.93
0.75

Combinationsubset
Predicted
Hit
Rest
223
152
15
589
0.94
0.79

Table 7.8: Combination of Alignment Methods Confusion Matrices

Discussion
Unfortunately, the inclusion of other alignment methods could not yield any improvement:
SMO is worsened if all possible attributes are used and can only hold up with the exclusive
use of Vorolign attributes if the 13.000 attributes are reduced to 5000 via feature selection. The
same holds true for C4.5 where the lead over the reduced feature set is even greater. As a result,
the integration of the three methods is not persuited any longer.

7.2.2 Global Hit-Rest Separation
In the next scheme, we turn away from the attempt to correct the output made by the models
to determining whether a target belongs to Hit or Rest before any classification into a Family
is made. Whereas every TP has up to now always corresponded to a correct Family, it has now
also to be reevaluated by the model to find a out if the correct large class can eventually be
assigned.
A binary SVM was trained upon the training set of SCOP 1.65 that had been split into
two classes, one comprising all larger and one all smaller Families. Additionally, 1-NearestNeighbor was employed in the same way. Results are given in table 7.9.
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Real

Hit
Rest
Acc.

Simmap
Predicted
Hit Rest
293
92
34
560
0.90 0.86

1NN
Predicted
Hit Rest
323
62
12
582
0.96 0.90

Simvoro
Predicted
Hit Rest
33
352
25
569
0.57 0.62

Table 7.9: Global Hit-Rest Separation Confusion Matrices
Discussion
The 1-Nearest-Neighbor shows the best performance of all Hit-Rest separators so far, has however the disadvantage that it practically functions as filter specifically for instance-based Family
classification, since all FPs are also assigned to a wrong Family by 1-Nearest-Neighbor and
inevitably inherited by the model. This is reflected in the number of mistakes on all TPs, which
amount to only 6. Still, the model manages to make even less, 4, and is therefore 2 instances
better in an overall comparison.
The models as global separators can not even closely reach this performance: The high
number of TPs goes along with a large fraction of FPs in the context of Sim map so that the lead
of instance based learning amounts to 23 examples. The latter makes only 15 mistakes on all
positive instances.
Simvoro is best explained with coming very close to a coin-flip classifier. Its feature space
seems in no way suitable for the bisectional hyperplane induced by Hit and Rest, as also T
selection beside Platt Scaling and C optimization could not change this status.
We further tried to increase to accuracy of Simmap by using a polynomial kernel of degree 2
and 3, which led to a slight increase of accuracies, but was far away from switching the overall
sign in favor model based learning.

7.2.3 Large Classes vs. Rest
Arguably the most elegant way to integrate instance- and model-based learning would be if
both the classifier for larger classes and the model to separate Hit and Rest were combined and
trained simultaneously. This can be achieved for example by setting up a traditional 1 vs. Rest
scheme for the larger classes, defining all examples that belong to small classes as one new class
and adding this class to 1 vs. Rest. If a target is assigned to a large class, the classification can
be kept, if it is assigned the Rest class, it is sent to instance-based learning.
We used Relative1vsRest and ENDs to evaluate this technique. Results are given in table
7.10.
Note that since the classification into Families is carried out simultaneously, there exists a
unique number of “real” Hits and Rests for each confusion matrix (see the according “Real”row in the tables). This is due to the definition of a True Positive, which only holds if it is not
only assigned to a larger class, but also to the correct Family. Obviously, every Large Classes
vs. Rest classifier not only has a unique accuracy in terms of the separation of larger and smaller
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classes, but also in terms of the accuracy for assigning the correct Family.
(a) Confusion Matrices for Sim map

Real

Rel1vsRest
Predicted
Hit Rest
Hit 297
84
Rest 33
565
Acc. 0.90 0.87

(b) Confusion Matrices for Sim voro

ENDs
Predicted
Hit Rest
300
79
42
558
0.88 0.88

Real

Hit
Rest
Acc.

Rel1vsRest
Predicted
Hit Rest
131 252
19
577
0.87 0.70

ENDs
Predicted
Hit Rest
212 169
17
581
0.93 0.77

Table 7.10: Large Classes vs. Rest Confusion Matrices

Discussion
Simmap has relatively homogenous accuracies which seemingly cover a lot of true Hits. The
number of FPs is however not low enough to outperform 1-Nearest-Neighbor, as it always has a
lead of 16 and 17 instances among the positive examples. Thus, the two models have also only
marginally different accuracies in terms of Hit Rest separation.
Relative1vsRest clearly fails as a good separator of small and large classes with the use
of Simvoro , is however on par with the Simmap methods when compared to the actual lead of
instance-based learning. The accuracy on the positive examples is about the same. The previous
impression that Simvoro is relatively unfit for the classes Hit and Rest was affirmed, although
ENDs can seemingly deal with the situation a lot better. Also in this case however, the accuracy
is not competetive with previous techniques as 1-Nearest-Neighbors leads by 13 instances.

7.2.4 Conclusion
From the many methods evaluated for the separation of Hit and Rest, c-Threshold Learning and
Global Separation via instance-based learning have been proven to able to make model-based
learning slightly superior to instance-based classification. The lead is further extended by Classsensitive Model-based Output Correction, which showed the best and most stable performance.
If models are employed, Simmap seems to be better suited for artifical classes than Simvoro .
The general problem domain of splitting small and large classes was found to be extremely
challenging and only maximally 8 of the 43 examples that model based classification was better
before the embedding into instance-based learning could be retained. In a small comparison to
other alignment methods, Vorolign was further confirmed to have great potential as the basis for
automatic classification of unseen proteins.
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7.3 Remote Homology Detection
Another important task in the domain of automatic protein classification is the assignment of
a correct superclass in case the respective base class is missing. If for example a new protein
is discovered, it might only be of interest what similar structures have already been classified
by SCOP and not necessarily to what domains it is evolutionary related to. This implicates
that only the prediction of the correct Superfamily is of importance and not the correct Family.
Furthermore, the classification into a Superfamily should be possible if the actual Family is still
missing in SCOP.
As this problem has become a popular target in bioinformatics and machine learning in the
context of sequences, i.e. where also the structure of the target protein is still unknown, various
standard evaluation sets have been created. Obviously they can also be used if the structure is
already known, a comparison to other results for those sets is however invalid due to different
input information (sequence only vs. sequence & structure).
We use the dataset SF95 [41] to determine whether model-based learning outperforms
instance-based classification also if the respective Family of the target is missing and only the
correct Superfamily is requested. The test set completely consists of hold-out families, so that
the performance is solely measured for the case the correct Family is missing.
The minimal class size was 9 with an average size of 40, rendering the problem domain
rather different from the direct family classification before.
All proteins of SF95 were once again aligned against each other via the Bioinformatics
Compute Cluster and followed by the creation of the kernel matrices Sim map and Simvoro . As
models we employed classical 1 vs. Rest, Relative1vsRest and ENDs.
Results are given in the following table 7.11.
Table 7.11: Results for SF95. Values in brackets denote the performance in combination with a
diagonal shift.

1-Nearest-Neighbor
Relative 1vsRest
1 vs. Rest
ENDs

Simmap
87.6%
87.9%
86.1%

Simvoro
90.5% (88.0%)
88.7% (88.7%)
91.0%

Raw Matrix
87.3%
-

Generally Simvoro seems superior to Simmap, as the latter never even exceeds 90% and subsequently does not perform significantly better than 1-Nearest-Neighbor.
ENDs in combination with Sim voro produces the best result with 91.0%, followed by Relative1vsRest. Classical 1 vs. Rest can be considered on par if not better than Relative1vsRest in
this setting, as discussed below.
Once again, model based learning was found superior over instance based classification.
A few notes still need to be given in terms of parameter selection: First, C was selected individually for each base classifier in every model since class sizes were large enough, had however
little to no effect in comparison with selecting a global C or generally no C at all (i.e. C = 1).
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All accuracies above refer to a setting where T is 0, as its selection was found to be considerably problematic: In the first grid search for Relative1vsRest, the training data clearly pointed
to T = −0.3. When used on the test data however, deleterious effects could be observed as
the accuracy dropped to 88.0% with Simvoro . Further investigation showed that the accuracy of
a 10-fold stratified cross validation on the training data was significantly higher (99.2%) than
on the test data and stayed at this level (98.6%) even when the number of folds was reduced
to 2. This behaviour is due to the fact that the training set was constructed with a very coarse
sequence identity filter (95%), so that the chance of a target for finding a very similar example
in each fold is considerably high, making the overall problem domain rather easy.
A possible explanation for the deleterious effect of T is therefore simply that it was selected
to operate in an environment where instances are expected to have high sequence identity to at
least one other example, whereas all actual test examples show a comparably new pattern in
terms of kernel values. The link between the magnitude and direction of the Diagnonal Shift
and the pairwise similarity of training and test instances was already previously reported for
ENDs in the minimal class size 10 experiment and can be observed in more or less any setting.
Deep theoretical explanations are however missing.
The false selection of T was further confirmed by classical 1vsRest where it did not have a
deleterious effect though as it was found best at T = 0. Nevertheless, as empirically observed,
the best value would have been at -0.2, increasing the accuracy to 90% on the test set. The best
T for Relative1vsRest is, luckily, at 0. ENDs were not investigated due to feasibility, but are
expectedly affected to the same extent.
Practical solutions to this issue depend on the actual task: If only targets are to be evaluated
where it is known that the correct Family is missing, it is best to implement a cross-validation
that does not retain a certain percentage of the training set in each fold, but whole Families. If
this is unknown, a hold out set featuring targets of both known and unknown Families specifically for model selection is probably a good choice. If it is known that there is difference
between the characteristics of the training and test set and the “safer side” is preferred, it is
probably best to abstain from T -Selection all along.
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Chapter 8
Summary and Outlook
In this thesis, we extended the instance-based classification of proteins as employed in the
original publication of Vorolign with model-based learning.
After the introduction of various schemes to integrate both methods, a closer look was taken
at the 1-Nearest-Neighbor algorithm and especially Vorolign as a young structural alignment
algorithm. Ways to use binary models for multi-class settings followed, with a particular interest
in integrating a previously user-defined hierarchy of classes, as found in SCOP.
As the scores of structural alignments are not suitable for machine learning techniques without additional transformations, we presented a common method, namely the Similarity Map,
that basically allows to apply any model that can deal with numerical features to the task of protein classification. The latter was accompanied by the “direct” Vorolign kernel Sim voro , which
interprets Vorolign scores as kernel values and makes them compatible with standard SVM algorithms. The theory behind this method was further investigated, for example in terms of the
similarity to traditional kernels and for the effect of normalization.
In Relative1vsRest, ideas of the, as empirically observed, well-performing ClassificationViaRegression were adopted and resulted in a theoretically more robust classifier which acts
as a combination of both SVMs and instance-based-learning. It still makes strong assumptions
on the target function, the class space induced by Vorolign and SCOP however appears to be
compatible.
On the data set also used in Vorolign, we extensively evaluated the performance of all models. While first concentrating on larger classes, the class size was steadily lowered until in a
comparative plot, clear patterns of the performances of both eager and lazy learning emerged,
showing that model-based learning is the better choice at least for real-world data and larger
classes.
Of all theoretically sound classifiers, ENDs were found best, while Relative1vsRest could
also be applied to the whole data set and still showed a performance superior to the 1-NearestNeighbor. The Diagonal Sift seems to have huge effects in this setting, unfortunately however
theory behind it is again rather thin.
The task of embedding models for large classes into instance-based learning for small
classes was found to be very challenging, especially with the prerequisite that the models’
peformance lead had to be preserved. Still, some examples sustained, making models also in
this case the method of choice.
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In the context of Remote Homology Detection, lazy and eager learning was finally compared
in a rather new setting where the base class of a target is missing and models, in particular ENDs,
were once again found superior.
Possible future improvements comprise basically all methodological levels: The structural
properties of a Voronoi cell that are actually needed for the assessment of the future class could
be explicitely learned by the use of machine learning and Vorolign scores could be transformed
to reflect E-values, so that the length bias is avoided and probabilistic statements can be made
whether e.g. a target belongs to a large or small Family even without model based learning.
Multi-class classifier from other publications that were specifically designed for the use with
SCOP (e.g. [41]) might further increase the performance of models and even the optimization
of Relative1vsRest for class size 1 holds some potential. The replacement of the Diagonal Shift
with newer and more sound solutions [60] to the problem of optimizing indefinite kernels is
also expected to proof benefical.
Although the improvement of model-based classification practically automatically leads to
better results in the separation of small and large classes, even the extensive set of proposed
Hit-Rest classifiers is far from being complete. Hierarchical information could be taken into
account and integrated with e.g. instance based learning.
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